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SUMMARY

The Institute for Computational Mechanics In Propulsion (ICOMP) is oper-

ated jointly by Case Western Reserve University and the NASA Lewis Research
Center in Cleveland, Ohio. The purpose of ICOMP is to develop techniques to

Improve problem-solvlng capabllltles in all aspects of computational mechanics

related to propuIslon. This report descrlbes the activities at ICOMP during
1989.

INTRODUCTION

The Institute for Computatlonal Mechanics In Propulslon (ICOMP) is Jointly

operated at the NASA Lewis Research Center by Case Western Reserve University
and NASA Lewis Research Center under a Space Act Agreement. ICOMP provides a

means for researchers with experience and expertise to spend tlme in residence

at Lewis performing research to improve computatlonal capablllty in the many

broad and interacting d|sclpllnes of interest In aerospace propulslon. The

organization and operation of ICOMP have been described In ICOMP Report
No. 87-8 (NASA TM-I00225), "The Institute for Computational Mechanics In Pro-

pulslon (ICOMP), First Annual Report," Nov., 1987, 14 pages. The activities
of ]987 and ]988 are described in ICOMP Reports No. 88-I (NASA TM-lO0790), and

No. 89-I (NASA TM-lO1961) respectlvely.

The scope of the ICOMP research program is: to advance the understanding

of aerospace propulsion physlcal phenomena; to improve computer slmuIatlon of

aerospace propulslon components; and to focus Interdlsclpllnary computatlonal

research efforts. The specific areas of interest in computatlonal research
include: fluid mechanics for Internal flow; structural mechanics and dynamics;

multlvarlable control theory and appIicatlons; and chemistry and material
sclence.

The report summarizes the activities at ICOMP during 1989. It lists the

visiting researchers, thelr afflllatlons and time of vlslt followed by reports
of RESEARCH IN PROGRESS, REPORT AND ABSTRACTS, and SEMINARS presented. The

results of a two-day workshop entitled "Lifetime Prediction of Flawed Struc-

tures," sponsored by ICOMP and held at the NASA Lewis Research Center in May,

1989, are also discussed.
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THE ICOMP STAFF OF VISITING RESEARCHERS

The composition of the ICOMP staff during 1989 is shown in figure I.
Forty-slx researchers were In residence at Lewis for periods varylng from a few
days to a year. Figure 2 is a photograph of the ICOMP Steering Committee and
the vlsitlng researchers, taken at a reception In June, 1989. Figure 3 lists
the universities or other institutions represented and the number of people
from each. The figure lists thlrty-flve organlzatlons. Figure 4 shows the
growth of ICOMP during Its first four years In terms of staff size, organlza-
tions presented and technical output as measured by the numbers of semlnars,
reports and workshops. The next sections wlll describe the technlcal actlvl-
tles of the vlsltlng researchers starting with reports of RESEARCH IN PROGRESS,
followed by REPORTS AND ABSTRACTS, and f|nally, SEMINARS.
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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS

Dare Afolabi, Purdue University

Various vibration problems generally arise In propulsion systems: blade

Flutter, unbalanced rotor whirl, excesslve forced response amplltudes, etc.

At ICOMP, my work was directed at getting a fundamental understanding of the

impact of mlstunlng on the forced response of blades In turbine engines.

It turns out that the effect of mlstuning on forced response Is extremely

complicated and, thus far, very difficult to predict accurately. Cumulative

research results by various workers have shown that a very small amount of mls-

tuning has the potential to induce very large vlbratlon amplitudes, which may

then lead to catastrophic failure, under certain circumstances. Yet, under a

slightly different excitation condition, the same amount of mistunlng will not

induce any catastrophe: In fact, mlstunlng may even be beneficial. Thus, the

global effect of mlstunlng can be seen as a problem which Is lll-condltloned

and, thus, leads to different results under different perturbations.

The problem to be addressed is this:

Under what conditions will a small amount of mlstunlng lead to cata-

strophic blade failure: and, how can we know In advance whether such

such catastrophes wlll arise or not?

In order to solve the problem, I am applying elements from a branch of

mathematics formerly called "Catastrophe Theory," but now known as "Singularity

Theory." Singularity theory, as propounded by Arnold, explains how small per-

turbations of degenerate systems can lead to various unfo]dlngs at the blfurca-

tlon points on a manlfoid.

By applylng the local bifurcation theory, I have established in an ICOMP

Report that the tuned bladed disk Is a degenerate system because of its circu-

lar profile. It is thls cycllcity that places a mlstuned system exactly on a
bifurcation set. Thus, two perturbations which are qualitatively different,

but quantitatively similar can lead to Forced response curves with very differ-

ent topologies. When a severe distortion of the forced response curve is

Induced by mlstunlng, then certain blades In an assembly will vlbrate at much

larger amplitudes than others. Such a situation could deteriorate in some rare
cases to such an extent that some rogue blades could Fail.

In addition to flnlshlng the report, work Is almost completed on another.

I also presented a seminar: "Qualitative Characteristics of Mlstuned Cyclic

Systems," on June 29, 1989.

REFERENCES

Arnold, V. I., et a1., "Slngularltles of Differentlable Maps," Birkhauser,

Boston, MA, 1989

Arnold, V. I., "Lectures on Bifurcations in Versal Famllles," Russian Mathemat-

Ical Surveys, Vol. 27, No. 5, pp. 54-123, 1972

Arnold, V. I., "On Matrices Depending on Parameters," Russian Mathematical Sur-

veys, Vo1. 26, No. 2, pp. 29-44, 1968
Afolabl, D., "Effects of Mistunlng and Matrix Structure on the Topology of Fre-

quency Response Curves," ICOMP Report: ICOMP 89-17, NASA TM-I02290, July 1989
Afolabl, D., "On the Geometric Stabillty of Certain Modes of Vibration," ICOMP

Report (In preparation)
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Suresh K. Aggarwal, University of Illinois at Chicago

While at NASA Lewis under the ICOMP program, I interacted with Drs.

E. J. Mularz, D. L. Bulzan, and J. S. Shuen. The computations of turbulent

evaporating sprays were completed. In this work, the detailed structure of an

evaporating spray in a parabolic flow configuration Is obtained. Favre-averaged

gas-phase equations are used and a k-e-g- turbulence enclosure model Is employed.
For the 11quld-phase equations, a stochastic separated flow model is used to

represent the effects of gas-phaseturbulence on droplet trajectory and vaporl-
zation, the var|iable-property effects are considered In detall, and three vapor-
Izatlon models are used to assess the importance of transient llquld-phase

processes In turbulent spray computations. The results indicate that the vapor-
Izatlon behavior of turbulent sprays Is generally quite sensitive to the vapor-

Izatlon models. The degree of sensitivity depends upon the bolllng temperature

and the heat of vaporization of 11quld fuel considered. A paper on thls work

has been submitted to the Journal of Propulsion and Power and Is currently

under review.

The spray code developed In the above work has been extended to turbulent

combustlng sprays. Results have been obtained for a methanol combusting spray.
I am writing a paper on these results, which will be submitted to Combustion

and Flame.

F. A. Akl, Ohio University

The objective of this research on Vibration Analysls In Parallel Mlcrocom-

putlng Architecture was to study the computational characterlstlcs associated

with the mapplng of the generalized elgensolutlon of linear elastic finite ele-

ment models onto a parallel mlcrocomputing architecture. Backward substitution

has been added to previously implemented parallel processes dealing with the

creatlon and assembly of the stiffness matrices of flnite element models In

binary architecture. Communication links to handle backward substitution pro-
cesses have also been developed using the transputer development system In

Occam. Testing and verlflcatlon of the software on a transputer network have
been successful on a limited number of processes. Further testing, debugging

and veriflcatlon of the work completed to date are In progress. The last phase

of thls project requires the Implementation of an auxiliary elgensolver wlthln

each Iteratlve cycle to extract the elgenpalrs of the projected matrices. I
wlll also attempt to Integrate thls algorithm wlth the graphics routines deve-

loped by G. K. E111s, former ICOMP researcher.

Farid M. L. Amirouche, University of Illinois at Chicago

The objective of the visit was to interact with the structural dynamics
branch at NASA Lewis and expose my techniques In the area of multlbody dynamlcs

and control. My primary motives were to Identlfy technical areas of research

for which I could provide some expertise.

Durlng my week visit, I gave a seminar on "Constrained Flexible Multlbody

Dynamics" where I emphasized both the computational aspects of the problem as

well as its app]Icatlon to the deployment of satellites, space robotics, and
mechanisms. Dr. Chuck Laurence who was my primary technical contact Introduced

me to some ongoing projects related to my research. During the course of our
discussions we Identified three areas where we anticipate some collaboration in

the future. The first project Involves addlng the control capabIllties to the

existing general purpose program "DYUMAS" for the analysls of comp]ex dynamical
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systems. A second project which we believe wlll benefit other interest groups
wlthln NASA will be to study the tlme varying modes In structures wlth elastic

bodies to enable us to investigate the effects of space robots moving on flex-

Ible tracks. The last project Is one in which we are currently investigating

an alternative solution to zero base reaction In redundant space robotic manlp-

ulators operating under the mlcrogravlty effects.

Andrea Arnone, (Postdoctoral), University of Florence, Italy

During my slx-months stay at ICOMP I have continued my work in the field

of transonic cascade flow calculations. The final goal of this activity is the
development of a fast, robust and accurate solver for vlscous/invlscid flows

to be used in turbomachlnery design. My activity consists of three parts: (a)

generation of grids capable of picking up details of the flow field; (b) compu-

tation of two-dlmenslonal flows; (c) computation of three-dlmenslonal flows.

Rotor and stator cascades of modern turbomachlnery are often characterized

by a high turning geometry and/or by strong flow devlatlons from the axial so

that the generation of meshes capable of picking up the flow details is not so

straightforward. Procedures that use periodicity generally give rise to highly
distorted meshes. In the present work, this problem Is solved by the introduc-

tlon of non-perlodlc elliptic C-type grids. The removal of perlodlcity allows

the grld to be only slightly distorted even for cascades having a large camber

and a hlgh stagger angle. On these new kinds of grids, the Euler and Navler-

Stokes equations are efficiently solved using a Runge-Kutta scheme in conjunc-

tion wlth accelerating techniques llke multl-griddlng and variable coefflclent

Implicit residual smoothlng. The two-layer eddy-vlscoslty model of Baldwin and
Lomax Is used for the turbulence closure.

The above procedure has been applied first to two-dlmensional flows and

later extended to the three-dimenslonal case. The predicted flows agree well

with experiments and both robustness and computatlonal time are competitive

with respect to other existing codes.

Richard J. Bodonyi, Ohio State University

During my three week visit at ICOMP, a research effort was begun to study

the boundary-layer receptivity of a two-dlmenslonal flow due to uniform suction

through a slotted'wall beneath an incompressible boundary-layer flow using the

trlple-deck theory formulation of the receptivity problem. Thls approach was

orlglnally developed by Goldsteln [Journal of Fluid Mechanics V. 154, 1985] for

llnearlzed mean flows and extended by Bodonyl, Welch, Duck and TadJfar [Journal
of Fluid Mechanics V. 209, 1989] to Include the effects of nonlinear mean

flows. In both cases the disturbance flow Is governed by the unsteady linear-
Ized trlple-deck equations.

An existing code for the nonlinear steady trlple-deck equations was modi-

fied to solve for the slotted wall problem and solutions for several values of
the wall suctlon parameter were found. Also, modifications of a computer code

for the receptivity problem were begun durlng this visit and numerical solu-
tions were Initiated for different values of the Strouhal number and wail suc-

tlon parameter. Computatlons have been continued and a paper Is currently

being prepared to report the results of the study.

Concurrently, a study, In conjunction with Drs. M. E. Goldsteln and

J. W. Elllott, was Initiated to study the receptivity characteristics of the

Incompressible breakaway separation solutlon of Smith [Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. V.
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A356, 1977]. Thls effort Is still underway and results will be reported at an

appropriate tlme.

Shih-Hung (Fred) Chang, Cleveland State University

We continue the study and development of ENO-type numerical schemes For

shock capturing. Our goal Is to extend the basic ENO algorithms to multldlmen-

slona] problems. Last summer, we reported our progress on the extension to

two-dlmenslonal problems (NASA TM-I01355, 1988). Although the ENO scheme Is

robust and quite dependable, there Is room for Improvement. One of these con-

cerns is the need to Improve the resolution of contact discontinuities. Harten

(J. Comput. Phys. 1989) proposed the use of subcell resolution to obtain a mod-

iflcatlon of the basic ENO scheme, denoted ENO/SR, and showed significant
Improvement in the resoIutlon of contact dlscontlnuitles.

In the meantime, another Interesting development emerged. In the study of

the behavior of numerical methods on reacting flow problems, LeVeque and Yee

(NASA TM-IO0075, 1988) proposed the use of a certain model problem consisting
of a one-dlmenslonal scalar conservation law with stiff source terms. It was

discovered that for the very stiff case most of the current finite difference

methods, Including TVD schemes, developed for non-reactlng flows, would produce

wrong solutions when there Is a propagating discontinuity. Thls poses an

Important question on extending numerical methods developed for non-reactlng

flows to reacting flows.

We tested the ENO and ENO/SR schemes on the model problem of LeVeque and

Yee. The numerical results are in general better than those published In

LeVeque and Yee, but both schemes become unstable for the very stiff case. We

then adopted the Idea of subcel] resolution but modified the ENO/SR scheme.

Instead of using the ENO flux to accomplish the tlme evolution, we do It by

advancing along the characteristics. The resultlng scheme Is denoted ENO/SRCD.

Numerical experiment using thls scheme shows excellent results on the model

problem of LeVeque and Yee. The results and comparisons with ENO and ENO/SR

schemes will appear In/a ICOMP Report (NASA Technlcal Memorandum) entltled "On

the App11catJon of Subcell Resolution to Conservation Laws with Stiff Source
Terms."

Thls scheme ENO/SRCD Is not our basis for further study and development

because It can Improve the resolution of contact discontinuities for non-

reacting flow problems and also produce excellent solutions to the model prob-

lem of LeVeque and Yee for reacting flows. Extension to multJdlmenslonal

problems based on ENO-SRCD should be more promising than those based on ENO.

However, more study and extensive numerical experiment are necessary to explore

the capabI11ty of thls basic scheme.

C. J. Chapman, University of Cambridge, England

A theoretlcal Investlgatlon was made of diffraction patterns In the acous-

tic field of a supersonlcally rotating propeller. The maln result Is that the

near field contalns reglons In whlch the pressure amplitude varies In a compli-

cated way from point to point; nevertheless, thls behavior can be accurately

described by analytical formulae containing a small number of terms, typlcally

two or three. The technique used was asymptotic approximation of oscillatory

double Integrals by the method of stationary phase. Detalled caIculatlons were

performed for a propeller of simple shape, and a dlffractlon pattern of remark-
able structure was revealed.
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It would appear that this is the first time in the study of propeller
acoustics that a diffraction field has been obtained. Yet in other parts of

acoustics, and even more so In optics, diffraction theory has been extenslvely

investigated. The method, therefore, holds great promise for future appllca-

tlon to propellers, especially as detailed accounts of the technique may be
found in the research 11terature. Since the final formulae may be evaluated

numerlcally, uslng negligible computer time, the method lends Itself to incor-

poratlon in computer codes, and may well prove a useful addition to current
work on the acoustics of propfans and contrarotating propellers.

Seo Won Choi, (Postdoctoral), Stanford University

The activity In 1989 has been mainly carried out with Dr. M. E. Goldsteln.
Ne continued our prevlous study of Interacting obllque waves at nonlinear evo-

lution stage, and have extended it to compressible shear layer and boundary

layers.
A pair of spatially-growing oblique waves with the same frequency and

streamwlse wavenumber but equal and opposite spanwlse wavenumbers are studied

where they go through nonlinear growth just upstream of the linear neutral

point with nonlinear non-equllibrlum critical layer analysis. The analysis is

a rational extension of upstream linear solutlon, i.e., it can be matched on

to the linear solution in the sense of matched asymptotic expansion. The

Interaction between the two obllque waves causes the critical layer nonlinear-

ity to take place at a smaller amplitude than either single oblique wave or

two-dlmenslonal wave analyses, i.e., this analysis applies to further upstream

1ocatlons. The resulting amplltude growth is determined by an Integro-

dlfferentlal equation wlth cublc-type nonllnearlty. The Integral Is of a con-

volutlon type Indicating a history effect. In other words, the nonlinear con-

tribution to the amplltude growth is nonlocal. The numerlcal solutions to this

equation always end In a singularity at a finite downstream distance. This

suggests a rapid growth of the amplltude there, and may be due to vortex-
stretching caused by the fully three-dlmenslonal disturbances used In our

analysls.
According to Gropenglesser (1970), and Jackson and Grosch (1988), oblique

modes exhlblt the most rapid linear growth In shear layers at sufficiently high
Mach numbers. Therefore thls interaction will be prominent In supersonic shear

layer experiments.

REFERENCES

Goldsteln, M. E. and Chol, S. W., J. Fluid Mech., October (1989).

Stephen Cowley, Imperial College, England

During my visit to ICOMP this year, I started some joint work with Dr.
Marvin E. Goldsteln on aspects of nonllnear, non-equillbrlum, viscous critical

layers in hypersonic boundary layers when the viscosity Is governed by Suther-
land's law. The aim Is to extend previous work which assumed a Chapman's

vlscoslty lay for the basic flow, and assumed that the crltical layers were
Invlscld. I also contlnued writing up a paper on some periodic boundary layer

problems. This work is relevant to the sub boundary layers which develop under

very large Tollmlen-Schllchtlng waves.
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A. O. Demuren, University of Lagos, Nigeria

Current research work focuses on developing second-moment turbulence clo-

sure models for compressible flows. The most promising ones appear to be the

ful] Reynolds Stress Models (RSM) based on the numerical soIutlon of partial

differential equations for the turbulent (Reynolds) stresses and associated

turbulence fluxes, and a representative equation for the length scale. In the

present work, the Incompressible RSM, proposed by Launder, Reece and Rodl
(Journal of F1uid Mechanics, 1975) is flrst extended for compressible flows up

to Mach 5. We then address various modeling issues which go beyond that work,

such as ensuring reallzabillty, and the proper asymptotic behavior In the two-

component limit as the wall Is approached.
Two versions of the final model are devised. One uses a wall function

method which approximates the behavior of the flow In the near-wall region with

analytical expressions, and the other integrates the differential equations

through the sublayer right down to the wall. The former is computatlonally

less expensive since many grld points are saved by not having to resolve the

near-wall flow In which many properties have hlgh gradients. However, there is

uncertalnty as to the generality of the wall functions and the sensitivity of

the computed results to the location at which they are applied. The second

approach does not have these problems, but requires considerably more grid

points In resolving the near wall flow, and tends to produce a stiff system of

algebralc equations which Is more difficult to solve. In cooperation with the

Computatlonal Fluid Dynamics Branch these models will be incorporated In exist-

Ing LU and ADI codes for both two- and three-dlmenslonal flows. The perform-
ance of both versions will be tested against experimental data and computations

with zero-equatlon (algebraic) and two-equatlon (k - c) turbulence models.

Peter Duck, University of Manchester, England

The bulk of my work carried out at ICOMP was Involved with the problem of

unsteady three-dlmensional marginal separation. In this problem, we study a

boundary layer which is Just on the verge of separating at a point (situated

along a llne of symmetry). Around this point we allow a small amount of "inter-
action" to occur, and introduce an unsteady disturbance to the flow. The prob-

lem reduces to the solution of a non-linear partial Integro-differentlal system

(In two spatial variables, together with time). In order to solve this prob-

lem, a combination of a pseudo-spectral scheme (applied spatially) together

wlth a fully Implicit Crank-Nlcolson scheme (applied temporally) has been used.

A number of the computations performed very strongly suggesting that the solu-
tion can break down at a finite time, at a finite spatial location. Thls

breakdown has been analyzed, and an asymptotic description for the associated

three-dlmenslonal slngularlty has been obtained. This problem Is believed to

be of direct relevance to the problem of dynamic stall, such as may occur near

the leadlng edge of an airfoil.
Addltlona] work has been carried out wlth Dr. John Goodrich, Invo]vlng the

flow Inside a cavity. A number of recent computations by Dr. Goodrlch (Involv-

ing flow inside a "driven cavity") have Indicated that under certain regimes,
colliding wall jets can glve rise to Intermediate regions of reclrculatory

flow. In an attempt to study these regions more closely, we have been comput-

Ing cavity flows where fluid is Injected through the vertical walls (partly In

opposlng directions), thereby enforcing a co]]Ision of fluid on an "order-one"

length-scale.
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Further work, In collaboration wlth Dr. John EII1ott has been underway on

the reversing flow over the trailing edge of a flat plate airfoil. Thls work

is described In Dr. Elllott's report.

Peter J. Eiseman, Columbia University

The consulting activities at ICOMP comprised developmental work on guiding

the sequence of TURBO codes, the first part of a lecture sequence on adaptlve

grld generation, and the Initiation of research for generating polntwise dls-
tributions on curves. The TURBO codes represent a contlnulng effort at NASA

Lewis under the direction of Dr. Yung K. Choo. Each code Is based upon the

control point form (CPF) of algebraic grid generation that was developed by the
consultant. Moreover, several technical papers co-authored with Yung K. Choo

and others have resulted. The flrst of a sequence of lectures on adaptive gr_d

generation was successfully given and covered many of the basic elements In the
somewhat uncluttered mathematical framework of one dimension. The next lec-

tures will flTl out the one-dlmenslonaI story, extend those results Into multi-

pIe dimensions In successive stages and deal with the fundamental techniques

for coupling the grid to a PDE solver. The research on polntwlse dlstrlbutlons

for curves represents a continuation of much earlier work with the hope of

gaining a number of advantages by estabIlshlng very valuable and useful algo-

rithm, that is being done with Aaron Snyder.

John W. Elliott, University of Hull, England

This report covers the period July-August 1989 In which the author was a

visitor to ICOMP. Essentially two major investigations were Initiated and
these are discussed below.

Firstly, a hlgh-Reynolds number, Re>>l, investigation Into the receptivity

of separating flow (past a smooth body) due to an imposed harmonic disturbance

was undertaken. The frequency regime investigated was for a StrouhaI number,

St, given by St = _Re I/4, where _ Is an 0(1) parameter. Here the spatial and

temporal length-scales of the innermost region for the linear, unsteady, Invls-

cid investigation of Goldstein (1984) are those for the "triple deck" struc-
ture. In order to Investlgate thls regime two computer codes were written.

The first solved for the mean flow. Essentially the solutions of Smith (1977)

were repeated although here a finer grid was used for greater accuracy and
Veldman's interactive technique was employed. The second code numerlcaIly

solved for the time-harmonlc llnearlzed problem. Here the time derivative a/@t

Is replaced by -i_ and the resulting problem is solved using the ideas of Duck

and Bodonyl (1988) to |nteractlvely couple the numerlcaI soIutlons to both the

lower-deck and upper-deck problems. These calculatlons are still In progress.
Further a start was made to investigate further aspects to this problem. These

include an alternatlve solver for the inltlal-value problem required both as a

check on the current soIutlons and to antlclpate problems regarding causality

since early Indications are that there are waves present In the numerical solu-

tions far upstream. Also a start has been made on an "Orr-Sommerfeld" solver
for short-scale disturbances to the highly non-parallel mean-flow foIlowlng

the ideas of Smlth and Bodonyl. Here It Is hoped that we can declde whether

such disturbances are either absolutely or convectlvely unstable. Finally it

Is hoped to start a study of the nonlinear problem by first conslderlng the

"hump" problem
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Secondly, an investigation Into the quasi-steady flow near the trailing-
edge of a finite flat plate due to a deceleratlng mainstream at the time of
flow-reversal was continued. Earlier numerical solutions of the classical
boundary-layer equations indicated no appearance of the Van Dommelen slngular-
ity and these were further considered. However a study of the near-wake at
the tlme where the flow first reverses indicated an Inconsistency between
numerical and analytic results for the downstream behavior unless there was a
second solutlon to the Goldsteln-contlnuatlon problem for a separating proflle.
Thls second solutlon was confirmed using a shooting routine. This In turn has
led to a novel "trlple-deck" problem for the flow at the tralllng edge. Here
the problem is again quasl-steady with time entering only parametrlcally.
Numerical solutions for a wide range of values of the scaled time indicate that

the structure may be capable of passing through the critical time of flow-

reversal. Further analysis of the ultimate behavior of this state Is required.

The above Investigations have been undertaken in conjunction with M. E. Gold-

stein, R. J. Bodonyl, and P. N. Duck.

Nessan Fitzmaurice, Case Western Reserve University

The problem of homogeneous turbulent shear flow In a rotating frame con-
stltutes a nontrlvlal test of turbulence models since It incorporates arbitrary

combinations of shear and rotation which can have either a stabilizing or

destablllzlng effect. Since the flow is statistlcally homogeneous, two-

equation turbulence models and second-order closure models give rlse to an inl-
tial value problem for a coupled set of nonlinear ordinary differential equa-

tions. This allows for a fairly detailed mathematical analysis of the models

based on bifurcation theory and for the generation of hlghly accurate numerical

solutions. Comblnlng these features with the wealth of published results from

physical and numerical experiments gives us a powerful tool for testing and

screening turbulence models. In collaboration wlth Charles Spezlale and Tom

Gatskl, I have used thls tool on a variety of two equation and second order

closure models. These range from the standard K-_ model to the more recent

second order closures of Shlh-Lumley and Fu, Launder and Tselepldakls. This
work is detailed In a number of reports that appeared or were submitted this

year: ICASE Report 89-43; Phys. Fluids A, l, (Feb. 89); Seventh Symposlum on

Turbulent Shear Flows, 27.3, (Aug. 89); and Jour. Fluid Mech., 209, (Dec. 89).

The next phase of thls project wlll be the development of significantly

improved models based on Invarlance arguments and a dynamical systems approach.

The work wlll benefit greatly from the network facilities that should be avail-

able at Case early In 1990. It should also benefit from the renewed interest

In turbulence modeling that Is apparent in the Lewis Research Center.

Hork also continues on the Kolmogorov flow project outllned In last years.

report. This Is something of a test-bed problem that seeks to characterize a

turbulent flow by means of its so called proper orthogonal decomposition. Slg-
nlflcant numerical slmulations have been carried out and the results of the

Initial data analysis looks promising. A couple of reports have been prepared

and were submitted to Phys. Fluids.

Jitesh Gajjar, Exeter University, England

The work that I was engaged In during the tlme I spent at ICOMP In 1989

was to flnlsh off some calculations and analysis of nonlinear neutral modes In
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compressible boundary layer flows. Thls work Is a generalization of that of

Benney and Bergeron (1969), and Bodonyl, Smith and GajJar (1983), to compress-
Ible Flow, and concerning strongly nonlinear critical layers. The critical

layer Is strongly nonlinear In the sense that the disturbance amplitudes are

much larger and the viscous effects occur at much higher order. The dlfflcul-

ties of analyzing the structure of the critical layer are compounded also when
the additional effects of the basic denslty and temperature variations are
taken into consideration. Nevertheless the analysis can be carried through as

for the Incompressible case, and the elgenvalue problem for the neutral modes

Is reduced to solving the compressible Rayleigh equation with suitable Jump

conditions across the critical layer, coupled with a nonlinear amplitude equa-

tion determining the nonlinear neutral modes. A special case of the work is

when the generallzed Inflexlon point criterion holds. Neutra| modes for a

range of phase speeds and Mach numbers were computed and thelr limiting cases

analyzed. As In the linear case there are considerable differences depending
on whether the flow Is relatively subsonlc or supersonic.

This work is described in a paper which Is to appear as part of the pro-

ceedlngs of the "Stability and Transition Horkshop" ICASE/Langley 1989, and In
much more detail in a paper by GaJJar and Cole (1990) which is In preparatlon.

Karl Gustafson, University of Colorado

Recently we investigated in depth the computational vortex dynamics of

cavity flows. These flows are rich in the fundamental features of Internal

fluld dynamics. In partlcular, the cavity geometry is amenable to computa-

tional grids and the testing of new numerlcal schemes, while at the same time

permitting a study of basic Internal fluid flow features such as behavior in
corners, behavior near driving force singularities, Internal recirculatlon

dynamics, the onset of Internal vortex sheddlngs at sufficiently high critical

Reynolds numbers.
Of partlcular Interest are a better understanding of the bifurcation dla-

grams For such flows. At present I have begun a collaboration with Dr. John

Goodrich, NASA Lewis, to study when sustained perlodlc oscillations develop in

Impulslve]y started Internal flows. These are self-oscillatlons, not due to

special frequencies In any external driving forces, i.e., they are Hopf bifur-
cations, inherent In the vessel geometry and the basic flow. The demonstration

numerIcally beyond a doubt of the periodicity is a tricky and Interestlng prob-

lem, and one basic to a better understanding of the onset of fluid oscillatlons

in Internal flow geometries.

K. Gustafson and K. Halasl, J. Comp. Physics 64 (1986), 279-319

K. Gustafson and K. Halasl, 3. Comp. Physics 70 (1987), 271-283
3. Goodrich, K. Gustafson, K. Halasl, In preparation.

Thomas Hagstrom, SUNY at Stony Brook

The major portion of my research effort while resident at ICOMP was
devoted to the problem of designing stable, accurate boundary conditions for
time accurate simulations of fluid flows on unbounded domalns. Among the par-

tlcu]ar cases considered were the Euler equations of Invlscid compressible

fluids as well as the Incompressible Navler-Stokes equations.
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The work on the Euler equations, done In collaboration wlth S. I.

Harlharan of ICOMP, was focussed on exterior domains with uniform subsonic

flows In the far field. The conditions we have developed involve the specifi-

cation of vortlc|ty and entropy at inflow as well as a radiation condition for

the pressure which is imposed at all points of the artificial boundary. The
latter Is constructed from a llnearlzed asymptotic analysis of propagating
acoustic waves. We carried out a series of numerical experiments to test the

utl]Ity of these conditions. These experiments involved the slmuIation of

transonic flow past an impulsively started cylinder. The capability to produce
accurate results on domains of modest slze was clearly demonstrated. Our plans

for further development of thls procedure include:
• Inclusion of nonlinear effects In our asymptotic analysis of the acous-

tic radiation.

• Inclusion of viscous effects and an undertaklng of numerical simulation

of viscous, compressible flow past a cylinder.

• Applications to other problems In unsteady fluid dynamics such as the

analysis of oscillating cascade sections.
The work on the Navler-Stokes equations Is a continuation of research car-

ried out during previous visits to ICOMP. Among the accomplishments of this

tlme period were a better understanding and utlllzatlon of the scallngs

employed in our asymptotic analysls and generallzatlons of our procedure to

Reynolds averaged equations. A series of numerical experiments has been

planned In collaboratlon with John Goodrich of the Computational Fluid Dynamics
Branch. Under conslderatlon Is the generalization of these results to compres-
slble flows.

A third problem which was considered Involves the nonllnear stability of

supersonic shear layer and long wavelength acoustic waves. In this I have

greatly benefited from the concentration of experts |n hydrodynamic stability
at ICOMP and Lewls.

C. A. Hall and T. A. Porsching, University of Pittsburgh

The computer code ALGAE (ALgorithms for the GAs Equations) was developed

at the Institute for Computatlona] Mathematlcs and Applications, University of

Pittsburgh during the past 13 years. ALGAE treats Incompressible, thermally

expandable or locally compresslble Flows in compllcated two-dlmenslonal flow

regions, and the technology developed In ALGAE regarding the solution method,

finite differencing schemes and basic modelling of the thermal and fluid Flow

equations Is applicable to engineering design settings of the type Found In

StlrI1ng cycle engines.

During this summer of 1989, a test was made to determine If the code could
be used to model mu]tlple components of the SPRE Stlrllng engine. At the same

time certaln features were Identlfled that would allow for more reallstlc two-

dlmenslona] slmulatlons of these components. A video tape was generated con-

taining a color simulation of the transient behavior of the working gas
(helium) In the heater-regenerator-cooler complex of the SPRE. Thls video tape

and supporting hard copy demonstrated that ALGAE did In fact model the type of

geometries involved and provided information on two-dlmenslona] phenomena In

multiple component sections of the SPRE.

The investigation of the two-dlmenslonal modelllng of the thermal and

hydraulic behavior of Stlrllng englnes has precipitated several basic research

problems. These include issues concerning: (1) The approprlate modelling of

engine components that are of radically dlffereng geometric scales, (2) The
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correct boundary conditions for two dimensional models, (3) The determination

of mesh configurations that wll] adequately resolve flow detail in complex

geometries, (4) The need for turbulence In some components of the SPRE, (5) The

desirability and feasiblIlty of three-dlmenslonal simulations, (6) How color

graphics can best be used In analyzing the results of computer slmulation; and,

(7) The development of new solver technologies to economlze on the cost of com-
puter simulation of such thermal-fluld calculations.

After appropriate code modlflcatlons are made, it Is expected that ALGAE

will be a viable tool for the two dimensional simulation of Stlrllng engine

thermal and hydraulic operating conditions.

Awatef Hamed, University of Cincinnati

The focus of thls work was to explore the numerical simulation of the pro-

babillstic aerothermodynamlc response of propulsion system components to ran-

domness In their environment. The reusable rocket engine turbopumps were

selected as an example because of the severe cryogenic environment in which

they operate. The thermal and combustion instabilities, coupled wlth the

engine thrust requirements from start up to shut down, lead to randomness in

the flow variables and uncertainties In the aerodynamic loading.

The probabIllstlc modeling of the turbopumps aerodynamic response was

accomplished using the panel method coupled wlth Fast Probability Integration

methods. The aerodynamic response in the form of probabillstlc rotor blades

and splitter loading were predicted and the results presented for specified

flow coefficient and rotor preswlrl variance. Possible future applications of

the aerothermodynamlc probabiIIstIc modeling in engine transient simulation,
condition monitoring and engine life prediction are briefly discussed.

S. I. Hariharan, University of Akron

A variety of important problems in computational gas dynamics, in particu-

lar in aerodynamics and acoustics, are posed in exterior domalns. A natural

approach to their numerical solution is to introduce an artificial boundary at

which approprlate boundary condltlons must be imposed. For certaln problems
the accuracy of these conditions Is crucial as errors at the boundary can prop-

agate Into the interlor. In our work we use the condltlons based on asymptotic

expansions of the solutlon In the far field. The accuracy of these may, In

some Instances, be explicitly determined, an advantage In comparison with other
techniques.

Our derivation is based on the use of "wave front" coordinates related to

the geometrical acoustics approximation. An infinite series has been obtalned

recurslvely from the radlatlon field. Using this representation we have

derived a family of boundary conditions for problems In unbounded regions gov-

erned by the Euler equations. A first order boundary condition obtained

through our approach coincides with the boundary condition (untested) of Bay-

llss and Turke]. We tested the effectiveness of our boundary conditions when

applied to realistic flow problems In conjunction with the work described in
the next two sectlons.

Asymptotic Artificial Boundary Condltlons for Computational Gas Dynamics
(with T. M. Hagstrom, SUNY at Stony Brook. We consider the physically more

interesting case of a uniform flow at infinity. We approached by studylng the

llnearlzatlon of the two-dlmenslonal Euler equations about a uniform, subsonic
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state. For the purpose of computing an asymptotic expansion, we found that

entropy, pressure, vortlcity and divergence are the most convenlent varlables.
Thls Is consistent with the observations of Gustafsson and Roe. The key step

is the derivation of an expansion for the pressure, which satisfles a convec-

tlve wave equation. Numerical experiments are proposed to demonstrate the

accuracy of this approach.

Unsteady Aerodynamics (wlth 3. R. Scott). Calculation of unsteady vortl-
cal disturbances around a flat plate which Is modeled after an airfoil Is con-

sldered. The resultlng problem Is governed by a hyperbolic equation In an open

domain, namely the convective wave equation. For computatlonal purposes the

open domain must be truncated by finite artlflclal boundaries. Approximate
boundary conditions derived based on our asymptotic theory dlrectly apply here.

A numerical solution procedure for the tlme domain calculatlon has been

derived. Preliminary comparisons made with solutlons of a corresponding fre-

quency domain problem Indlcate good agreement. Computatlonal efflclency

through the tlme domain treatment was demonstrated; however, It was at the

expense of loss of accuracy in the low frequency content due to the Input of

time dependent slgnals. Thls work Is Jointly being done with Yu Ping, Depart-

ment of Mathematlcal Sclences, University of Akron.

REFERENCES
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Mark Janus, Mississippi State University

In addltlon to consultlng wlth several of the NASA Lewls staff who are

uslng a turbomachlne flow solver developed at MlsslsslppI State University for

NASA, I spent my two weeks developing software to enhance the flow solver. The

software developed includes three routines, two which adequately locate control

points for deflning Bezler cubic curves to connect computatlonal domains in
reIatlve motlon, and one routlne which defines each curve and returns the azl-

muthaI positlon of an arbltrary point on the curve.
The latter routine defines a Bezler cubic curve based on two end points

(one In each of the two computatlonal domains to be connected) and two control

points which are Input arguments. Thus when given an axial position along the
curve the corresponding parameterlzatlon value can be iterated for (using a

Newton-Raphson scheme), then that value Is used to compute the corresponding
azimuthal position of the point. Note the axial and radial posltlons of points

wlthln the connection region remaln unchanged from their original values (i.e.,

a body of revolution Is the assumed hub geometry).

Presently, two routines have been developed to locate control points for

each grld 11ne connecting the computatlonal domains. One method treats each

grld llne Independently providing safeguards to ensure nonlntersectlng grld
llnes. The other method llnks each grld line's curve deflnltlon vla the use of
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a common Incoming slope and a common outgoing slope. The latter method does

not provide safeguards for the possibility of Intersectlng grid lines.

Aesthetlcally the latter method provldes a smoother connecting grld at all

tlme levels for computatlonal domains moving relat|ve to one another. Although

thls Is the case, there Is no guarantee the grid lines wI11 not cross one

another (I.e., twist). The former location scheme does provide thls kind of

protection yet tends to resort back to a linear connectlon scheme under certain

circumstances. Numerlcal studies need to be performed to assess the optimum

scheme for 1ocatlng control points, In addition to evaluatlng the computatlonal

expense of providing an enhanced domain connectlon procedure.

Bo-Nan Jiang, (Postdoctoral), University of Texas, Austin

A least-squares finite element method based on the velocity-pressure-

vortlclty formulation was developed for solvlng steady Incompressible Navler-

Stokes problems. Thls method leads to a mlnlmlzatlon problem rather than to a

saddle-polnt problem by using the classic mixed method, and can thus accommo-

date equal-order Interpolatlons. Thls method has no parameter to tune. The

associated algebraic system Is symmetric and positive definite. Numerical

experiments for cavity flow at Reynolds number up to 10 000 and backward-faclng

step flow at Reynolds number up to 900 were conducted. Thls method Is being

extended to solvlng three-dlmenslonal problems.

S.-W. Kim, (Postdoctoral), University of Texas, Arlington

Incorporation of a k-c and the multlple-tlme-scale turbulence models Into

the RPLUS code (a compresslble flow solver based on the lower-upper approximate

factorlzatlon method) Is In progress.

In the effort, new versions of the RPLUS code were made to facilitate the

Incorporation of the advanced turbulence models. The new versions are differ-

ent than the original code In Its grld layout and the way the near-wall bound-

ary conditions are handled. Otherwise, the new versions are the same as the

RPLUS code In their capability to solve chemically reacting flows as well as

non-reactlng compressible turbulent flows. Verification of the new codes,

theoret|cal formulatlon of flow equations including the advanced turbulence

models, and Implementatlon of the flow equations into the LU factorlzatlon

method Is In progress.

Lala Krishna, University of Akron

Parallel Iteratlve linear solvers were developed. Thls Included paralle-

llzed precondltloned conjugate gradient (PCG), Gauss-Seldel and Successive

OverreIaxatlon (SOR) methodologies. Large scale benchmark tests were performed

on the ALLIANT FX-80 to quantify the numerical schemes. Additlonally, slgnifl-

cant analytlc effort was given to justify the formal robustness of the various

methodologies. The numerical benchmarks were devised so as to establlsh the

Impact of processor architectures on the efficiency of the parallellsm. Fur-

ther studies are ongoing wlth partlcular emphasis given to the PCG.

Sang Soo Lee, (Postdoctoral), Brown University

My ICOMP actlvlty, described as follows, has been mainly In collaboratlon
with Dr. M. E. Goldsteln. The effect of a nonlinear nonequiIIbrium crltlcal
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layer on the resonant triad Interaction, suggested by Raetz (1959), Cralk
(1971), and others Is analyzed for an adverse pressure gradient boundary layer.

Our results show that the crltlcal layer causes thls Interaction to take place

at much smaller amplltudes than could have been anticipated From Cralk's orlgi-

hal analysls and that the obllque Instability waves exhibit Faster than

exponential growth and that the growth rate of the two-dlmensIonal mode Is

Independent of the oblique mode when the modal amplitudes are all of the same

order. The growth rates become fully coupled at very large oblique mode ampli-
tudes but the plane wave coupling terms are quartIc rather quadratic as In the

Cralk (1971) analysis. The overall growth of the obllque modes Is slgnlfl-

cantly enhanced by thls weaker coupling.

B. P. Leonard, University of Akron

Work proceeded In two areas of hlgh-convectlon modeling: (I) the ULTRA-

SHARP project For steady-state flows and (2) the VANGUARD project for tlme-
accurate unsteady slmulatlon. ULTRA-SHARP Is based on a universal 11mlter for

tight resolutlon and accuracy maklng use of a simple hlgh-accuracy resolution

program based on local adaptive stencil expansion. For multidimensional flow,
the unlversal 11mlter guarantees nonoscillatory resolutlon of discontinuities.

The basic algor|thm uses thlrd-order upwlndlng (QUICK) In "smooth" regions

(Identlfied by monltorlng local changes In gradient); then, in regions requlr-

Ing higher-order resolution (but only In such regions), the algorlthm automatl-

cally branches to a 1ocally hlgher-order scheme. This Is a very cost-effectlve
strategy, since the larger stencil Is required only In Isolated narrow reglons

In the vicinity of the discontinuities. The VANGUARD strategy Is based on a

vectorial approach to nonoscillatory generaIIzatlon of upwindlng for accurate
resolutlon of dlscontlnultles for tlme-accurate transient slmulatlon. The

overall philosophy Is slmilar to the steady-state case, using a vectorial third-

order tlme-accurate scheme (QUICKEST) In smooth regions and local adaptive

stencil expanslon In hlgh-curvature regions. In thls case, the location of the
wlder-stencil computation automatlcally moves with the local region requiring

high resolutlon. The algorithm Is fundamentally multidimensional In that it
Is based on vector translent interpolatlon modelling: ¢(_,At) : ¢(E-2At,O).

Thls technlque automatIcally generates important "cross-dlfference" terms in

the flux-based control-volume formulation, thereby avoiding the anlsotropIc

distortion associated with schemes which rely on component-wlse one-dlmenslonal

fluxes. Initial results of thls work were presented at the SIxth Internatlonal

Conference on Numerlcal Methods In Thermal Problems In Swansea, Wales, and at

CTAC-89, the Computational Techniques and Applications Conference In Brisbane,

Australla. An expanded version of the Swansea paper will appear in a speclal
Issue of the Internatlonal Journal for Numerlcal Methods in F1ulds devoted to

selected papers from the conference. A simI1ar arrangement has been made wlth

Computers and F1ulds for selected expanded papers from the CTAC-89 meeting.

Avi Lin, Temple University

Thls report summarizes briefly the first three stages In our long term

actlvlty In paralle1 computations of turbulence. We have studied the finest

graln of parallellsm that Is expected In this development, namely, the Inverse
of matrices of moderate slze (between 3 and 18). The final algorlthm For these

cases Is up and running In the hypercluster environment over three processors.
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The parallel solutlon of a block-trldlagonal linear system Is expected to be in
the second level of parallelism of the final code. The parallel algorlthm,

which Is based on the domain decomposition operator decomposltion approach is

running now on the same system using three nodes. A test of six coupled bound-

ary value problems has shown excellent results in thls setup. We are now in a

process of solvlng six coupled two-dlmenslonal elllptic equations, and will

convert them later on to the Navler-Stokes equations.

The scalar (serlal) version of thls approach has been tested and the

results are good. We are now in a process of formulating the Reynolds stress

equations In an appropriate form so that the above two kernels of parallellsm

will be easlly applled.

Reda R. Mankbadi, University of Cairo

My research in concerned with excited shear flows and is summarized as
follows.

Two-wave Interactions. The conditions for resonance Interactlon between

two Instablllty waves in an axlsymmetrlc jet were investigated. Analysis of

the energy exchanges between the two-waves indicate that the phase angle

between the wave-induced stresses and wave-lnduced stralns plays a cruclal role
in the resonance interactions. The subharmonlc resonance was found to be

hlghIy dependent on thls angle. Favorable agreement was found between the

phase angles prescribed by the theory and those measured.
Multlwave Interaction In Turbulent Jets. Nonllnear wave-wave Interactlons

in turbulent jets were Investlgated based on the Integrated energy of each

scale of motlon In a cross section of the Jet. The analysis indicates that two

frequency components In the axlsymmetrlc mode can amplify an enormous number of

other frequencies. Two frequency components in a single helical mode cannot,

by themselves, ampllfy other frequency components. But combinations of fre-

quency components of heIlcal and axlsymmetric modes can amplify other frequen-

cles In other helical modes. The present computatlons produce several features

consistent with observations. In a multlfrequency excited Jet, mixing enhance-
ment was found to be a result of the turbulence enhancement rather than simply

the amplificatlon of forced wave components. The hlgh-frequency waves enhance

the turbulence close to the Jet exit, whlle the low-frequency waves are most
effectlve further downstream.
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Subodh K. Mital, (Postdoctoral), Case Western Reserve University

The effects of flber/matrlx fracture and flber-matrlx interface debondlng

in a metal matrix composite (MMC) were studied. These studies were part of a
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research activity to predict load redistribution, continued fracture propaga-

tion and fracture toughness. The three-dlmenslonal finite element model used
in the simulation consisted of a group of nlne fibers in three by three unlt

cells, a11 unldirectionaI fibers ("nlne cell model"). The fracture propaga-

tlon and toughness were quantified in terms of strain energy release rate

(SERR). The composite system used in the present work was a SiC-TI15 metal

matrix composite with 35% fiber volume ratio. Current results indicate that

debondlng does not initiate by itself. It propagates along an Interface as a

follow-up of fiber fracture. Even If debondlng were present to begin wlth due
to some flaw In manufacturing process, It does not propagate itself without a

fiber fracture. Based on these findings, it is concluded that interface

debonding Is a benign fallure mode with respect to composite 1ongltudinal

(along the fiber) load direction (S. MItal, J. Caruso and C. Chamls). An
abstract was submitted to the Symposium on Computation Technology for F11ght

Vehicles, Nov. 5-7, 1990, In Nash!ngton D.C.

A second study slmulated a slngle fiber push-through from a group of nlne

fibers in three by three unlt cells, all unldlrectlon fibers ("nlne cell

model"). Fiber push-through experiments, where a single fiber Is pushed

through with a diamond indentor and high temperature mlcrohardness tester, are

being computationally simulated. The idea Is to flnd predict a load or an

applied nominal shear stress at which the fiber is pushed through. Effects of
resldual stresses on the Interface induced by temperature changes, fiber vol-

ume ratlo, fiber roughness and indentor slze are also being studied (S. Mltal

and C. Chamis).

Christophe Pierre, University of Michigan

The basic purpose of thls research is the development of computational
methods for understanding and predicting the effects of blade-to-blade dlsslml-

larities, or mistunlng, on the dynamics of nearly cyclic bladed-dlsk assem-

blles. The topic is of Importance as mJstunlng has been shown to increase the

forced response amplitudes of some blades drastically and even to lead to blade

failure.
Our research has focused on developing a true measure of sensltivlty to

mlstunlng for generic models of turbomachlnery rotors. Because mistuning is
known In a statistical fashlon only, our measure of sensltlvity had to be pro-

babillstic. The primary result of our research is that we showed the mean of

the second-order elgenvalue perturbation to be a very good descriptor of sensl-

tivlty. Specifically, we proved that flrst-order perturbation terms completely
overlook high sensitivity to mistunlng and that second-order terms must be
Inc]uded. Furthermore, we obtained analytlcal expressions for the sensltlvity

of simple models of blade assemblies. This makes our proposed sensitivity

descriptor a very cost-effective tool for identifying parameter ranges where

small mlstunlng has large effects. Indeed, we found the cost of our measure

of sensitivity to be negligible compared to that of Monte Carlo simulations.

At least one, perhaps two, refereed Journal publications will result from

the research supported by ICOMP. The first manuscript is currently In prepara-
tion. Future research wlll focus on extending this measure of sensitivity to

flutter and forced response problems. (The work on flutter was initiated near

the end of the ICOMP stay; preliminary results are encouraging.) We also need

to develop probabIllstlc techniques that predict the forced response of systems
Identified to be highly sensitive to small mlstunlng by our measure of sensl-

tlvlty. These goals could be achieved through support by ICOMP next summer.
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Kenneth Powell, The University of Michigan

The elgensystem assoclated wlth the numerical solutlon of quasl-one-

dlmenslonal compressible flow was studied, as a means of understanding the

effects of different boundary conditlon formulatlons on convergence. For a

given Inflow Mach number_geometry and boundary condltlon formulation, a con-
verged solutlon (to lO-_) was obtained using Roe's scheme. The Jacobian

matrix BF/BU was constructed numerIca11.y. At each point, the converged state
was perturbed slightly (by a Factor 10-0 ) and the resulting resldual was calcu-

lated. Fourth-order centered differences of the residual with respect to the

change In state were then used to construct the Jacoblan. The resultlng matrix

was then decomposed using a QR algorlthm to Flnd Its eigenvalues and elgenvec-

tots. The elgensystem was Found to have the proper behavior For those cases

that can easlly be checked analytically: three circles of eigenvalues, tangent

at the point (l,O) in the complex plane, For the case of a stralght channel

wlth periodic boundary conditions; and a degenerate system with an elgenvector

corresponding to a spike at the outlet, For a straight channel with freestream
boundary conditions. For other cases, the elgenvalues and dominant elgenvec-

tots showed more complex, but still highly ordered, patterns.

Avram Sidi, Technion-lsrael Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel

The posslbillty of using acceleratlon of convergence methods for time-

perlodIc steady-state problems was Investlgated. It turns out that these prob-

lems can be related to elgenvalue-elgenvector problems in numerical linear

algebra. As a result of this, the numerical treatment of elgenvalue-elgenvector

problems was considered from the point of vlew of convergence acceleration for

iteratlve procedures. In the course of the research some new vector valued

ratlonal approximations were developed. These were studied with respect to

their convergence properties which are relevant to tlme periodic steady-state

computations.

Patrick Smolinski, University of Pittsburgh

This study Involved the use of a system of transputer computers for the
soIutlon of structural dynamics problems. A transputer Is a chip level com-

puter with local memory and four asynchronous communication channels that can

be llnked to other transputers. The transputers can be arranged In a variety

of conflguratlons, however, each transputer can have at most four nelghbors.

In this study a plpellne configuration was used. The transputers were pro-

grammed using the OCCAM language which slmpllfles the programming of parallel

algorlthms.
The central difference rule, a direct tlme integration method, was used

to solve the governlng structural dynamics equations. With direct Integration

methods the tlme period of Interest is divided Into intervals or steps and the

solution Is progressively computed at each of these time steps. The central

difference method Is said to be an explicit method slnce it does not requlre

the solutlon of aIgebralc equations. Because of th|s fact, the dlsplacement

at a node can be computed independently of the other nodes. For paralle1 pro-

cessing the nodes of the mesh are partitioned into groups which are assigned

to different processors for updating and information Is exchanged between pro-
cessors after each update. In thls study only nearest neighbor communication

was necessary.
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The test problem chosen for study Is a two-dlmensional plate which is
fixed at one end and has an applied load at the other end as shown In figure I.

The slze and geometry of the problem were varied by changing the number of

nodes In the x and y directions. For example, the notation 20 x lO Indicates

that the plate was divided so that there Is a row of 20 nodes in the x dlrec-

tlon (nsegx=20) and 10 nodes In the y-dlrection (nsegy=lO). In which case the
total number of nodes In the problem would be 200 (nsegx*nsegy). To partition

the problem for parallel processing, the domain Is divided into subdomains by

vertlcal lines and the nodes In each subdomaln are assigned to a processor as

shown In figure I. In all cases an equal number of nodes were assigned to each

processor.
The results for the first series of test problems for various numbers of

tlme steps are given In table I. Here the number of processors used was two

and the problems had 100, 200, and 400 nodes, respectively. It can be seen
from the data that once a sufficient number of time steps are run to overcome

the overhead Involved In setting up the problem to run In parallel, the solu-

tlon tlme Is proportlonal to the size of the problem.
In the second problem, the problem size was varied so that the number of

nodes per processor was kept fixed at 50 and the number of processors was var-

Ied from two to eight. Note that the eight processor problem Is four times as

large as the two processor problem. Using only one processor the solutlon of
a 50 node problem takes 31.7 seconds for one thousand time steps. If the par-

allel algorithm were perfectly efficient, the solutlon times for the three
cases would be equal to the one processor solution time. From table 2 It Is

evident that some efficiency Is lost due to the Interprocessor communication.

However, It appears that for the one thousand tlme step case addltlonal proces-

sors could be used, thereby Increaslng the problem slze, wlth 11ttle increase
In the solutlon tlme.

The thlrd problem Investigates how the solution tlme varies as the amount

of Interprocessor communIcatlon Is Increased. Thls Is done by keeping the

number of nodes per processor fixed at lO0 whlle varying the lengths of the

problem In the x- and y-dlrectlons. Slnce the problems are partitioned by ver-

tlcal lines, the Interprocessor communlcatlon Is proportlonal to the number of

nodes along the Interface. As can be seen from the data In table 3 the solu-

tlon tlme Increases wlth Increasing amounts of Interprocessor communication.

The study shows that the transputer can be used to solve complex struc-

tural dynamics problems. The best performance is obtained for problems where

the processor computation to communication ratio Is large. However, some

Issues that require further Investigation are, given the geometry of the prob-

lem: (I) how can the processors be arranged and the problem be partitioned to

mlnlmize Interprocessor communlcatlon; and (2) can non-nearest neighbor commu-

nIcatlon be used without a substantlal loss In efficiency?
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Figure I. - Problem statement

for finite element test problem.

TABLE I. - SOLUTION TIMES FOR VARIOUS

SIZE PROBLEMS USING TWO PROCESSORS

Number
of time

steps

l
10

100
1000

10 x 10
problem

.3

.6
4.0

37.4

Time, sec

20 x 10

problem

1.0

1.7
8.4

75.2

40 x I0

problem

1.8
5.0

18.5

153.5

TABLE 2. - SOLUTION TIME FOR VARIOUS NUMBERS OF

PROCESSORS WHERE THE NUMBER OF SEGMENTS PER

PROCESSORS IS FIXED

Number
of time

steps 2 processors
10 x 10

problem

Time, sec

1 0.30
10 .64

100 3.98
1000 37.44

4 processors
20 x 10

problem

O. 58
.9g

5.06
45.78

8 processors
40 x 10
probl em

1.02
1.43
5.50

46.29

TABLE 3. - SOLUTION TIMES USING EIGHT

PROCESSOR FOR PROBLEMS WITH DIF-

FERENT NUMBERS OF SEGMENT IN THE

Number
of time

steps

I
10

100
1000

Time, sec

80 x 10 40 x 20
problem problem

3.28 3.83
4.02 4.68
11.44 13.23
85.64 98.73

20 x 40110 x 80

problem problem

4.96 7.54
5.99 8.92

16.33 22.69
119.71 160.37

Timothy Swafford, Mississippi State University

During these two weeks In July 1989, the majority of tlme was focused upon

the computatlon of supersonic Invlscld flow through oscillatlng flat plate cas-
cades uslng Whltfield's hlgh resolutlon wave-spilt upwlnd scheme for solvlng

the Euler equatlons. Much of these efforts were devoted to converting an

existing verslon of thls code (denoted APHASE) such that the computational grld
could be moved (osclllated) In the same manner as that used by Dennis L. Huff

of NASA Lewis Research Center; (the new version has been denoted NPHASE). A11

computations were performed on the NAS (CRAY YMP) located at NASA Ames. As a

result of performing thls conversion, an error was discovered in the APHASE
version of the code, written to be capable of handllng arbitrary Inter-blade

phase angles. Thls error was remedied, which should Improve the quality of

computed results.
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In addition, discussions were held throughout these two weeks wlth Dennis

Huff and T. S. Reddy (University of Toledo) regarding the overall scope and the

consolldatlon of efforts and approach for thls computatlonal problem. Future

efforts wlll concentrate on extending the existing two-dimensional capability

to three-dlmenslonal geometries For both transonic and supersonic regimes.

Nai-Kuan Tsao, Wayne State University

In thls period we have finished the followlng reports with tltles and sum-

maries quoted below:
(I) On the Accuracy of Solvlng Triangular Systems in Parallel (ICOMP

Report No. 88-19)
An error complexity analysis of two algorlthms for solvlng a unit-diagonal

triangular system is given. The results show that the usual sequentlal algo-

rlthm Is optimal In terms of having the minimal maximum and cumulatlve error

complexity measures. The parallel algorithm described by Sameh and Brent is

shown to be essentlally equivalent to the optimal sequentlal one. Some numerl-

cal experiments are also _ncluded.
(2) On the Equivalence of Gausslan E11m|natlon and Gauss-Jordan Reduction

In Solvlng Linear Equations (ICOMP Report No. 89-2)

A novel general approach to round-off error analysis using the error com-

plexity concepts is described. Thls is applied to the analysis of the Gausslan
E11minatlon and the Gauss-Jordan scheme For solvlng linear equations. The

results show that the two algorithms are equlvalent In terms of our error com-

plexlty measures. Thus the Inherently parallel Gauss-Jordan scheme can be

Implemented wlth confidence If parallel computers are available.

(3) On the Equivalence of a Class of Inverse Decomposition Algorithms For

Solvlng Systems of Linear Equations (ICOMP Report No. 89-II)
A class of direct Inverse decomposition algorlthms for solvlng systems of

l|near equatlons Is presented. Their behavior In the presence of round-off

errors Is analyzed. It Is shown that under some mild restrictions on their

implementation, the class of dlrect inverse decomposition algorlthms presented

Is equivalent In terms of our error complexity measures.

(4) An Accurate Trldlagonal Equation Solver

In thls note a trldlagonal equatlon solver Is devised based on dlvlde-and-

conquer technique which decouples the orlginal system Into ever smaller inde-

pendent systems which are easlly solved. The ellmlnatlon of the usual back-
substltutlon stage In the new algorlthm makes It a better choice for solving

trldlagonal systems when compared with the usual eIImlnatlon-backsubstItutlon

algorithm. Some numerlcal experiments are also presented.
(5) Error Complexity Analysls of Swarztrauber's Parallel A1gorlthm For

Trldlagonal Systems (Submitted to J. Applied Numerical Mathematlcs)
The error complexity analysls of two algorithms based on Cramer's rule are

given. The results show that the parallel algorlthm, although efficient, is
more likely to incur round-off errors than the stralght-Forward sequential

algorlthm. Two alternate better algorithms are also derlved. Numerical exper-

iments supportlng the theoretical results are also included.

(6) On the Optlmal Implementation of LU Decomposition Methods for Solvlng

Linear Equations (Presented at the Internatlonal Conference on Computatlonal

Techniques and Appllcatlon at Brisbane, Australla, July I0-12, 1989)

In thls note the optimal order In which the Inner-product type of computa-
tion should be executed In the LU decomposition stage Is descrlbed for solving

systems of 11near equations. Numerical experiments supporting the theoretical

results are also presented.
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Reports (I), (2), (3) together with (6) deal with the basic questions in

solvlng dense n by n systems of equations: among the many methods that one can
choose, which one or which class of methods should be chosen to minimize round-

off error propagation? We have provided the answer for the class of methods

based on trlangular decomposltlon - they are all equ|valent.

Reports (4) and (5) deal wlth the accuracy issue In solvlng trldlagonal

systems of equations. BasIcally triangular systems can be solved more

accurately by employing methods derived by Cramer's rule - Implicltly or expll-

cltly. The former Is the method derived In Report (4), the latter Is Swarz-

trauber's algorithm whlch Is easily paralleIized, although It is numerically a

11tile Inferior to Its sequential brethren as Is reported In Report (4).

Eli Turkel, Tel Aviv University

Work continued wlth A1vln BayIIss on adaptive strategies for pseudospec-

tral methods. The partlal differential equations are transformed to a new

coordinate and the mapping depends on two free parameters. These parameters
are chosen so as to minimize a functional that bounds the maximum error. We

choose a mapplng that can be expressed In terms of arctangent functlons. Tests

Indicate that thls mapping works not only for problems wlth large gradlents,
but also 1ocallzed behavior as In a Gausslan and even for smooth slnusoldal

functions. Applications to a combustlon code demonstrate that one can substan-

tlally reduce the number of nodes required for a given accuracy.
The Navler-Stokes code has been extended to use a matrix valued artifIclal

viscosity. Numerous tests for external flow show the Increased accuracy that
can be obtained wlth thls new formulation. Applications to Internal flow are

presently being pursued. Progress has also been made on the use of a better

shock locator with applications to hypersonic flow.

William J. Usab, Jr., Purdue University

The goal of the present research is the development of improved multl-grld
acceleratlon formulatlons for the Euler and Nav|er-Stokes equations which can

be Incorporated into Drs. Adamczyk's multl-stage averaged-passage analysis.

The Focus of this research is In the proper formulation of coarse mesh boundary

conditions In the multl-grld acceleration scheme and in the Improvement of

multl-grld acceleration For highly stretched meshes commonly used to resolve

viscous shear layers. The approach taken here Is to First Formulate the multl-

grld coarse mesh equations on a differential level through the introduction of

a filter operator. Then by specifying a discrete approxlmatlon to the coarse

mesh equations and the fllter operator a consistent formulatlon of both the

multl-grld acceleration scheme and the coarse mesh boundary conditions Follow.
This work Is a contlnuatlon of work which was initiated over the last two

summers.

During the present summer a general two-dlmenslonal Euler and Navler-

Stokes multi-grld program written at Purdue was modified to compute compressor
and turbine cascade solutions on h-type meshes generated by Tlm Beach's mesh

generation program (a two-dlmenslonal version of the mesh generation program

used in the average-passage analysis). Several different multl-grld boundary
condition Formulations have been constructed and studled For typical cascade

configurations. As shown with previous model problems, a consistent formula-

tion of the coarse mesh boundary conditions Is required to malntaln the Fine

mesh accuracy. Based on concepts demonstrated In thls program I helped Dr.

Kevln Klrtley Formulate and Implement a basic multl-grld acceleration scheme
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Into a multl-stage analysls. Also, an ICOMP seminar was given on the formula-

tion of boundary conditions for multl-grid acceleratlon of the Euler and

Navler-Stokes equations.
A study of the effect of different multi-grld cycling approaches was made.

It was found that both the dissipation and viscous terms may be lagged in the

multl-grld residual transfer operation resulting in a significant reduction In
the computational work while maintaining the over all convergence rate of the

multl-grld acceleratlon scheme.
A study of the effects of hlgh mesh stretching on the numerical solutlon

of the Euler and Navler-Stokes equations using a four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme

was conducted. It was found that hlgh mesh stretching, which results in very

large aspect ratio cells, (on the order of lO00 or greater for typlcal viscous

flow problems) causes both extremely slow convergence rates and very hlgh
numerical errors. A model subsonlc duct flow problem was constructed to study

this problem. It was found that the same errors are present for two-
dimensional Euler solutions computed on viscous type meshes. The source of

the numerlcal errors was found to be due to the modified wave number scaling

commonly used In the artificial dissipation. A new scallng model for the

artlfIcial dissipation which ellmlnates these errors has been formulated and

tested.

Bram Van Leer, The University of Michigan

The research with Liou and Shuen on the formulation of upwind fluxes for

real gases with equillbrlum chemistry continued and led to an extension of the

real-gas Roe-solver reported on In Reno, January 1989. The extension Is

Included in a paper submitted to and accepted by the Journal of Computatlonal

Physics. A second paper submltted to the JCP deals with upwind fluxes for

non-equilibrium gases.
Another research effort concerns the formulatlon of multl-dlmenslonal wave

models for describing spatlal reslduaIs of the Euler equations. The goal here

Is speedlng up convergence to a steady state by enhancing the wave speeds In
the discrete model. A two-dimenslonal model based on four characteristic waves

moving along a streamwlse coordinate, and two acoustic waves moving across

streamllnes, was adopted. The six wave strengths can be derived from the four

components of the residual and the two components of the pressure gradlent.

David Walker, Lehigh University

During my visit at ICOMP I worked on two problems. The first was assocl-

ated with computation of boundary-layer flows which develop sudden normal

updrafts. At hlgh Reynolds numbers, the viscous flow near the wall develops a
11mlt structure in which the boundary layer blfurcates and a viscous shear

layer rapldly rises toward the InvIscld region away from the wa11. As the phe-
nomenon develops, the boundary-layer fluld focusses into a band which progres-

slvely narrows In the streamwlse direction. It Is not posslble to compute such
flows using conventlonal techniques based on the Eulerlan description of the
fluid motlon. CaIculatlons for the llmlt problem, Re _, were carried out

uslng Lagranglan methods, wherein the trajectories of a large number of fluid

particles are computed. The second problem I worked on was the development of

computatlonal methods for three-dlmenslonal turbulent boundary layers using
embedded function algorlthms. In thls approach, a numerlcal solutlon for the

outer flow In the boundary layer is systematlcally matched to a set of func-

tlonals which represent the veloclty dIstrlbutlon In the near wall region.
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David Whitfield, Mississippi State University

Implicit solid wall and farfield characteristic variable boundary condi-

tions were formulated and incorporated Into the two-pass block trlangular

Implicit upwind scheme used in some of the rotating machinery codes at NASA

Lewis. The use of flux Jacobian freezing for steady state solutions is not as

effective when using Implicit boundary conditions as It is when using the cur-

rent formulation. The reason Is that the flux 3acoblans are directly in the

implicit formulatlon, and current Jacoblans are needed. On the other hand, for

unsteady problems, there are advantages to Implicit boundary conditions because

the Jacoblans must be updated each tIme cycle. Unfortunately, Implicit bound-

ary conditions tend to complicate the coding of general three-dimenslonal com-

posite blocked grid flow solvers.

Yau Shu Wong, University of Alberta

The current work is a continuation of the research Initiated last year.

Our early report (ICOMP 89-7) presented a uniform approach to construct absorb-

Ing boundary condltlons for linear hyperbolic partial differential equations.

The report has also been accepted for pub]Icatlon in the Journal of Computa-

tional Physics. Our approach Is derived from the group velocity theory of wave

propagation, and the absorbing boundary condltlons are developed so that the

wave-llke solutions of the hyperbolic equations are permitted to propagate

through the artificial boundary as if there Is no boundary present. It has

been shown that the resulting boundary conditions satisfy a canonlca] factorl-

zation form in which each factor annlhIIates a wave packet traveling at a given

velocity. The technique is currently being extended to nonlinear problems and

the application of the method for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes such

as the unsteady transonic flows around airfoil and wing) has been pursued.

In addition to the work on absorbing boundary conditions, preconditioned

gradient algorithms for large systems of equations in CFD applications have

been investigated. Once the mathematical equations and boundary condltlons are

formulated, flnlte-difference or finite-element methods are usually applled for

discretIzation. The solution of the continuum problem is then obtained by

solving the resultlng algebralc equations. For a nonlinear problem, the solu-

tion Is obtained vla solving a sequence of systems of linear equations. For
many CFD applications, the resulting llnear systems are large and sparse, and

finding the solution of these large systems of equations Is frequently the most

tlme consuming part in the entire CFD code. The proposed gradient algorithms

have proven to provide a rapid rate of convergence and it can also be Imple-

mented efficiently on a vector computer. Application of the method to problems
of Interest to NASA Lewis researchers will be pursued In the future.

A. Yoshizawa, Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo

I worked on turbulence modeling using a two-polnt closure method, espe-
claIly, a two-scale dlrect-lnteractIon approximation (TSDIA) in collaboration

wlth Dr. Meng-Slng Llou, NASA Lewis. The work consists of two parts. One Is

reexamination of the framework of the TSDIA. In relatlon to this, a new effect

of the mean veloclty shear on the dissipation rate was pointed out. This

effect may explain the discrepancy In disslpatlon rates between direct slmula-

tion and turbulence models. Another Is the study of compressible turbulence
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modeling of the three-equatlon type. Its prominent feature Is inclusion of the

density fluctuation terms. Those terms can explain the effect of decreasing

turbulence length scales In shock boundary-layer interactions.

Shaye Yungster, (Postdoctoral), University of Washington

Advanced numerical studies of the superdetonative propulsion modes of the

ram accelerator concept were started at ICOMP. These propulsion modes, which

utilize oblique detonation waves or other shock induced combustion modes, are
slmllar to cycles proposed for NASP. The ram accelerator Is a ramjet-ln-tube

projectile accelerator whose principle of operation is similar to that of a

supersonic alrbreathlng ramjet. The projectile resembles the centerbody of a

ramjet and travels through a stationary tube filled with a premlxed gaseous
Fuel and oxidizer mixture. The tube acts as the outer cowling of the ramjet,

and the combustion process travels with the projectile. Theoretical and numer-

Ical projections consistent with experiments conducted at the University of

Washington suggest that the ram accelerator concept can efficiently accelerate

projectiles to velocltles up to I0 kmls For projectile masses ranging From O.l
to I000 kg. This potential places the ram accelerator in competition with tall

guns and other electromagnetic or electrothermal hyperveloc1ty accelerators
For applications requiring this velocity range, such as hyperveloclty impact

studies, direct launch to orbit of acceleration insensitive payloads and hyper-

sonic testing. In addition, the Flow and combustion processes In the ram

accelerator are very similar to the supersonic combustion Flow Fields of Inter-

est to hypersonic alrbreathlng propulsion systems, as In the NASP program,

In the present study, several CFD codes (Includlng RPLUS and my own code)

will be applied to investigate the flow and combustion processes in the ram
accelerator. These codes solve the complete Navler-Stokes equations and spe-

cles transport equations in a Fully coupled and efficient manner. The thermal

and chemical nonequllIbrlum processes are simulated by means of a Finlte-rate

chemistry model and a multitemperature thermodynamics model incorporated Into
these codes. In the first phase of the proposed project, an 8 specles-14 reac-

tion combustion model For hydrogen/oxygen mixtures will be implemented. Due to

the slmilarlty between the Flow and combustion processes in the ram accelerator
and those associated with hypersonic airbreathlng engines, it is clear that the

numerical studies proposed here are also of direct value to the NASP program.
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REPORTS AND ABSTRACTS

The ICOMP Steerin 9 Committee:
pulsion (ICOMP), Third Annual
TM-10196], March 1989, 60 pages.

"Institute for Computational Mechanics In Pro-

Report-1988," ICOMP Report No. 89-I, NASA

The Institute For Computational Mechanics in Propulsion (ICOMP) Is oper-

ated jointly by Case Nestern Reserve Universlty and the NASA Lewis

Research Center In Cleveland, Ohio. The purpose of ICOMP Is to develop

techniques to improve problem-solving capabilities In all aspects of com-

putatlonal mechanics related to propulsion. Thls report describes the

activities at ICOMP during 1988.

Tsao, Nai-kuan (ICOMP): "On the Equlvalence of Gausslan Elimination of Gauss-

Jordan Reduction In Solvlng Linear Equations," ICOMP Report No. 89-2, NASA
TM-I01466, February 1989, 22 pages.

A novel general approach to round-off error analysis using the error com-
plexlty concepts is described. This Is applled to the analysis of the

Gausslan E11mlnatlon of the Gauss-Jordan scheme for solvlng llnear equa-

tions. The results show that the two aIgorlthms are equivalent In terms

of our error complexlty measures. Thus the Inherently parallel Gauss-

Jordan scheme can be Implemented with confidence If parallel computers
are available.

Kim, S.-W. (ICOMP): "Numerical Computation of Shock Wave-Turbulent Boundary

Layer Interaction In Transonic Flow Over an AxIsymmetr|c Curved Hill," ICOMP

Report No. 89-3, NASA TM-10]473, February 1989, 30 pages.

A control-volume based finite difference computation of a turbulent tran-

sonic flow over an axIsymmetrlc curved hill Is presented. The numerical

method Is based on the SIMPLE algorithm, and hence the conservation of
mass equatlon Is replaced by a pressure correction equation for compressl-

ble flows. The turbulence Is described by a k-e turbulence model supple-

mented by a near-wall turbulence model. In the method, the dlsslpatlon

rate In the region very close to the wall is obtained From an algebralc

equation and that for the rest of the flow domain is obtained by solving

a partial differential equation for the dissipation rate. The other Flow

equations are integrated up to the wa11. It Is shown that the present

turbulence model yields the correct 1ocatlon of the compression shock.

The other computatlonaI results are also In good agreement with experlmen-
taI data.
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Mankbadi, Reda R. (ICOMP), Raman, Ganesh (Sverdrup), and Rice, Edward J.
(NASA Lewis): "On the Condttlons for Resonance Interactions of Instability
Haves in the Axlsymmetrtc Jet," ICOMP Report No. 89-4, NASA TM-]01477, March
1989, 11 pages.

The condltlons for resonance interaction between two instability waves in

an axlsymmetrlc Jet were Investlgated. Considerations of the energy equa-
tlon of the wave resultlng from the Interactlon indicate that the phase
angle between the wave-lnduced stresses and the wave-lnduced strains plays
a cruclal role In the resonance interaction. This fact is demonstrated
experlmentally by exciting a Jet at fundamental and subharmonlc frequen-
cies. The phase angle between the waves stresses and strains was varied
by varying the Inltlal phase-difference between the two excitation waves.
The subharmonlc resonance was found to be highly dependent on thls angle.
Favorable agreement was found between the phase angles predicted by a non-
11near theory and the measured ones. The theory is used to explain the
subharmonlc's resonance in terms of the phase-angles.

Kim, S.-W. (ICOMP): "Control-Volume Based Navler-Stokes Equation Solver Valid
at All Flow Velocities," ICOMP Report No. 89-5, NASA TM-I01488, February 1989,
40 pages.

A control-volume based finite difference method to solve the Reynolds
averaged Navler-Stokes equations is presented. A pressure correction
equation valid at all flow velocitles and a pressure staggered grld layout
are used in the method. Example problems presented herein Include: a
developlng laminar channel flow, developing laminar pipe flow, a lld-
driven square cavity flow, a laminar flow through a 90-degree bent chan-
nel, a laminar polar cavity flow, and a turbulent supersonic flow over a
compression ramp. A k-e turbulence model supplemented wlth a near-wall
turbulence model was used to solve the turbulent flow. It is shown that
the method ylelds accurate computational results even when highly skewed,
unequally spaced, curved grids are used. It is also shown that the method
Is strongly convergent for hlghly Reynolds number flows.

Duck, Peter W. (ICOMP): "The Response of a Laminar Boundary Layer in Super-
sonic Flow to Small Amplltude Progressive Waves," ICOMP Report No. 89-6, NASA
TM-101965, March 1989, 38 pages.

In thls paper the effect of a small amplltude progresslve wave on the lam-
inar boundary layer on a sem1-1nflnlte flat plate, due to a uniform super-
sonic freestream flow, is considered. The perturbation to the flow
divides Into two streamwlse zones. In the flrst, relatively close to the

leading edge of the plate, on a transverse scale comparable to the bound-
ary layer thickness, the perturbation flow is described by a form of the
unsteady llnearlzed compressible boundary layer equations. In the free-
stream, this component of flow is governed by the wave equation, the solu-
tion of which provides the outer veloclty conditions for the boundary
layer. This system is solved numerlcally, and also the asymptotic struc-
ture in the far downstream llmlt Is studied. This reveals a breakdown and
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a subsequent second streamwlse zone, where the flow disturbance Is predom-

Inantly Invlscld. The two zones are shown to match In a proper asymptot|c

sense.

Jiang, Hong (University of Alberta) and Wong, Yau Shu (ICOMP): "Absorbing
Boundary Conditions for Second-Order Hyperbolic Equations," ICOMP Report No.

89-?, NASA TM-102009, April 1989, 33 pages.

A uniform approach to construct absorbing artiF|cial boundary conditions

for second-order 11near hyperbollc equations Is proposed. The nonlocal

boundary condition Is given by a pseudodIFferential operator that annihil-

ates trave111ng waves. It is obtained through the dispersion relation of

the dlfFerentlal equation by requiring that the Initial-boundary value

problem admits the wave solutlons travelling In one direction only. Local

approximation of thls global boundary condition ylelds an nth-order dIF-

ferentlal operator. It Is shown that the best approximations must be In
the canonlcal forms which can be Factorlzed into Flrst-order operators.

These boundary conditions are perfectly absorbing For wave packets propa-

gating at certain group velocltles. A hierarchy of absorbing boundary
conditions Is derived For transonic small perturbation equations of

unsteady Flows. These examples i11ustrate that the absorblng boundary

condltlons are easy to derive, and the effectlveness Is demonstrated by

the numerlcal experlments.

Van Dommelen, Leon L. (ICOMP) and Cowley, Stephen J. (ICOMP): "On the Lagran-
glan Descrlptlon of Unsteady Boundary Layer Separation, I - General Theory,"

ICOMP Report No. 89-8, NASA TM-102026, May 1989, 50 pages.

Although unsteady, Hlgh-Reynolds number, lamlnar boundary layers have con-

ventionally been studied in terms of Eulerlan coordinates, a Lagranglan

approach may have significant analytical and computatlonal advantages. In

Lagranglan coordinates the classlcal boundary-layer equations decouple
Into a momentum equatlon For the motlon parallel to the boundary, and a

hyperbolic continuity equatlon (essentlally a conserved Jacoblan) For the

motlon normal to the boundary. The momentum equatlons, plus the energy

equation if the Flow Is compressible, can be solved Independently of the

contlnulty equation. Unsteady separatlon occurs when the contlnuity equa-

tlon becomes singular as a result of touching characterlstlcs, the cond|-

tlon for which can be expressed In terms of the solution of the momentum

equations. The solutlons to the momentum and energy equations remain reg-

ular. Asymptotlc structures for a number of unsteady three-dlmensional

separatlng Flows follow and depend on the symmetry properties of the flow

(e.g., line symmetry, axial symmetry). In the absence of any symmetry,

the singularity structure Just prior to separation Is Found to be quasi

two-dlmensional with a displacement thickness In the Form of a crescent

shaped ridge. PhysicaIIy the slngularltles can be understood In terms of

the behavior of a Fluid element Inslde the boundary layer which contracts

In a direction parallel to the boundary and expands normal to It, thus

Forcing the Fluid above It to be ejected from the boundary layer.
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Van Dommelen, Leon L. (ICOMP): "On the Lagrangian Description of Unsteady

Boundary Layer Separatlon, II - The Spinning Sphere," ICOMP Report No. 89-9,

NASA TM-I02027, May 1989, 26 pages.

A theory to explaln the initial stages of unsteady separation has been

proposed by Van Dommelen and Cowley (1989). In the present paper, thls

theory Is verified for the separation process that occurs at the equato-

rlal plane of a sphere or a spheroid which is Impulsively spun around an
axis of symmetry. A Lagranglan numerlcal scheme is developed which gives

results In good agreement with Eulerlan computations, but which Is signlf-

Icantly more accurate. Thls increased accuracy, and a simpler structure

to the solution, also a11ows verification of the Eulerlan structure,

includlng the presence of 1ogarlthmlc terms. Further, while the Eulerlan

computations broke down at the first occurrence of separation, it is found

that the Lagranglan computation can be continued. It is argued that this

separated solution does provide useful Insight Into the further evolutlon
of the separated flow. A remarkable conc1uslon is that an unseparated

vortIcity layer at the wall, a familiar feature in unsteady separation

processes, disappears in finite time.

Goldstein, M. E. (NASA Lewis) and Choi, S. W. (ICOMP): "Nonllnear Evolution
of Interacting Oblique Haves on Two-Dtmenslonal Shear Layers," ICOMP Report
No. 89-10, NASA TM-102030, June 1989, 32 pages.

We consider the effects of critical layer nonlinearity on spatlally grow-

Ing oblique Instabillty waves on nomlnally two-dlmenslonal shear layers

between parallel streams. The analysls shows that three-dlmenslonal

effects cause nonllnearlty to occur at much smaller amplltudes than It

does In two-dlmenslonal flows. The nonlinear Instabillty wave amplltude

is determined by an Integro-differentlal equation with cubic type nonll-

nearity. The numerical solutlons to thls equation are worked out and dis-

cussed In some detail. We show that they always end In a slngularlty at
a finite downstream distance.

Tsao, Nai-kuan (ICOMP): "On the Equivalence of a Class of Inverse Decomposl-

tlon A1gorlthms for Solving Systems of Linear Equations," ICOMP Report No.

89-11, NASA TM-I02036, May 1989, 26 pages.

A class of direct Inverse decomposition algorlthms for solvlng systems of

llnear equations is presented. Their behavior In the presence of round-

off errors Is ana]yzed. It Is shown that under some mild restrlctlons on

their Implementatlon, the class of direct inverse decomposition aIgorlthms

presented are equlvaIent In terms of our error complexity measures.

Mankbadi, Reda R. (ICOMP): "Multiwave Interactlons In Turbulent Jets," ICOMP

Report No. 89-12, NASA TM-I01985, September 1989, 46 pages.

Nonlinear wave-wave Interactions in turbulent jets were investigated based

on the integrated energy of each scale of motion in a cross section of the
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Jet. The analysis Indlcates that two frequency components In the axlsym-

metric mode can Interact with other background frequencles In the axlsym-

metric mode, thereby amplifying an enormous number of other frequencies.

Two frequency components In a single helical mode cannot, by themselves,

amplify other frequency components. But comblnatlons of frequency compo-

nents of helical and axlsymmetrlc modes can ampllfy other frequencies in

other helical modes. The present computations produce several features

consistent wlth experimental observations such as (l) dependency of the

Interactions on the Initial phase differences, (2) enhancement of the

momentum thickness under multlfrequency forcing, and (3) the Increase In

background turbulence under forcing. In a multlfrequency-excited Jet,

mixing enhancement was found to be a result of the turbulence enhancement

rather than slmply the amplification of forced wave components. The excl-

tation waves pump energy from the mean flow to the turbulence, thus

enhancing the latter. The hlgh-frequency waves enhance the turbulence

close to the jet exit, but, the low-frequency waves are most effective
further downstream.

Powell, Kenneth G. (ICOMP) and van Leer, Bram (ICOMP): "A Genulnely Multl-

Dlmenslonal Upwind Ce11-Vertex Scheme for the EuIer Equations," ICOMP Report

No. 89-13, NASA TM-I02029, May 1989, 21 pages.

A scheme for solving the two-dlmenslonal Euler equations Is developed.
It Is based on a new scheme for the two-d|menslonaI linear convection

equation, and the Euler-equatlon decomposition developed by Hlrsch et al.

Ill. The scheme is genuinely two-dlmenslonal. At each iteration, the

data are locally decomposed into four variables, allowing convection In

appropriate directions. Thls Is done vla a ceil-vertex scheme wlth a

downwind-welghted distribution step. The scheme Is conservative, and

thlrd-order accurate In space. The derivation and stability analysis of

the scheme for the convection equation, and the derivation of the exten-

sion to the Euler equatlons are glven. Precondltlonlng techniques based

on local values of the convectlon speeds are discussed. The scheme for

the Euler equations Is applled to two channel-flow problems. It Is shown

to converge rapidly to a solution that agrees well with that of a third-
order solver.

Hariharan, S. I. (ICOMP) and Hagstrom, Thomas (ICOHP): "Far Field Expansion
for Anlsotroplc Have Equations," ICOMP Report No. 89-14, NASA TM-102]12, June
1989, 12 pages.

A necessary ingredient for the numerlcal simulatlon of many time dependent

phenomena In acoustics and aerodynamics Is the Imposition of accurate

radiation conditions at artlflclal boundaries. The asymptotic analysis of

propagatlng waves provides a rational approach to the development of such

conditions. In thls work we derive a far field asymptotic expansion of

solutions of anlsotroplc wave equations. This generalizes the well known

Frledlander expansion for the standard wave operator. We use the expan-

sion to derive a hierarchy of radlatlon conditions of Increasing accuracy.

Two numerlcal experlments are glven to Illustrate the utility of our
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approach. The First appIIcation Is to the study of unsteady vortical dis-

turbances impinging on a flat plate; the second Is to the simulation of

Invlscld flow past an Impulslvely started cyllnder.

Gajjar, J. S. B. (ICOMP) and Cole, J. W. (Iowa State University): "The Upper-
Branch Stability of Compressible Boundary Layer Flows," ICOMP Report No. 89-15,
NASA TM-102128, August 1989, 38 pages.

The upper-branch linear and nonllnear stability of compresslble boundary
layer flows is stud|ed using the approach of Smith and Bodonyl (1982) for

a similar incompresslble problem. Both pressure gradient boundary layers

and Blaslus flow are considered wlth and without heat transfer, and the

neutral elgenrelatlons incorporating compressibility effects are obtained

explicitly. The compressible nonlinear viscous crltlcal layer equations

are derived and solved numerically and the results indicate some solutions

wlth positive phase shlft across the critical layer. Various limiting

cases are Investlgated including the case of much larger disturbance

amplitudes and this Indicates the structure for the strongly nonlinear

crltIcal layer of the Benney-Bergeron (1969) type. Finally we show also

how a match with the Invlscld neutral Inflexlonal modes arlslng from the

generallzed Inflexlon polnt criterion, is achieved.

Demuren, A. O. (ICOMP): "Calculatlon of Turbulence-Drlven Secondary Motion In

Ducts With Arbitrary Cross Section," ICOMP Report No. 89-16, NASA TM-I02142,

July 1989, 22 pages.

Calculation methods for turbulent duct flows are generalized for ducts

wlth arbitrary cross sectlons. The Irregular physical geometry Is trans-

formed into a regular one in computatlonal space, and the flow equations

are solved with a finlte-voIume numerical procedure. The turbulent

stresses are calculated with an algebraic stress model derived by simpll-

Fying model transport equatlons for the individual Reynolds stresses.

Two variants of such a model are considered In the present study. These

procedures enable the predictlon of both the turbulence-drlven secondary

flow and the anlsotropy of the Reynolds stresses, In contrast to some of

the earller calculatlon methods. Model predictions are compared to exper-

Imental data for developed Flow In triangular duct, trapezoldal duct and

a rod-bundle geometry. The correct trends are predicted, and the quanti-

tatlve agreement Is mostly fair. The slmpler variant of the algebraic

stress model procured better agreement wlth the measured data.

Afolabi, Dare (ICOMP): "Effects of Mlstunlng and Matrix Structure on the

Topology of Frequency Response Curves," ICOMP Report No. 89-17, NASA TM-I02290,

October 1989, 49 pages.

The stablllty of a frequency response curve under mild perturbatlons of

the system's matrix is investigated. Using recent developments In the

theory of singularities of differentlable maps, It Is shown that the sta-

billty of a response curve depends on the structure of the system's
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matrix. In particular, the Frequency response curves of a cyclic system
are shown to be unstable. Consequently, _l|ght parameter variations

engendered by mlstunlng wI11 Induce a slgnlfIcant difference In the topol-

ogy of the Forced response curves, If the mistunlng transformation crosses
the bifurcation set.

Kim, S.-W. (ICOMP): "Calculation of Reattachlng Shear Layers in Divergent

Channel With a Multlple-T1me-Scale Turbulence Model" ICOMP Report No. 89-18,

NASA TM-I02293, August 1989, 26 pages.

Numerical calculatlons of turbulent reattaching shear layers in a diver-

gent channel are presented. The turbulence is described by a multiple-
tlme-scale turbulence model. The turbulent flow equations are solved by

a control-volume based finite dlfference method. The computatlonal

results are compared with those obtained using k-_ turbulence models and

algebralc Reynolds stress turbulence models. It Is shown that the

multlple-tlme-scale turbulence model yields slgnlfIcantly Improved compu-
tatlonal results than the other turbulence models In the reglon where the

turbulence Is In a strongly InequlIIbrium state.

Hariharan, S. I. (ICOMP), Ping, Yu (University of Akron) and Scott, J. g.
(NASA Lewis): "Time Domain Numerical Calculatlons of Unsteady Vortical Flows
About a Flat Plate Airfoil," ICOMP Report No. 89-19, NASA TM-102318, September
1989, 22 pages.

A tlme domain numerical scheme Is developed to solve for the unsteady flow

about a flat plate a|rfo|l due to Imposed upstream, small amplitude,

transverse velocity perturbations. The governing equation for the result-

Ing unsteady potential is a homogeneous, constant coefficient, convective
wave equation. Accurate solutlon of the problem requires the development

of approximate boundary conditions which correctly model the physics of

the unsteady flow In the far field. A unlformly valld far fleld boundary
condltlon Is developed, and numerlcal results are presented uslng thls

condition. The stablllty of the scheme is discussed, and the stabIllty
restriction for the scheme Is established as a function of the Mach

number. Finally, comparisons are made with the frequency domain caIcula-

tlon by Scott and Atassl, and the relative strengths and weaknesses of

each approach are assessed.

Kim, S.-W. (ICOMP): "Numerlcal Investigation of an Internal Layer In Turbulent

Flow Over a Curved Hl11," ICOMP Report No. 89-20, NASA TM-I02230, October 1989,

40 pages.

The development of an Internal layer In turbulent boundary layer flow over

a curved hlll Is investigated numerlcally. The turbulence Field of the

boundary layer flow over the curved hill is compared with that of a turbu-

lent flow over a symmetric alrfoll (which has the same geometry as the

curved hit1 except that the leading and traillng edge plates were removed)

to study the Influence of the strongly curved surface on the turbulence
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fIeld. The turbulent flow equatlons are solved by a control-volume based
finite difference method. The turbulence Is described by a multlple-tlme-
scale turbulence model supplemented wlth a near-wall turbulence model.
Computational results for the mean flow field (pressure dlstrlbutlons on
the walls, wall shearing stresses and mean veloclty profiles), the turbu-
lence structure (Reynolds stress and turbulent klnetlc energy profiles),
and the Integral parameters (displacement and momentum thicknesses) com-
pared favorably wlth the measured data. Computational results show that
the internal layer Is a strong turbulence fleld which Is developed beneath
the external boundary layer and Is located very close to the wa11. Devel-
opment of the Internal layer was more obvlously observed In the Reynolds
stress profiles and In the turbulent kinetic energy profiles than In the
mean velocity profiles. In thls regard, the internal layers Is slgnlfl-

cantly different from wa11-bounded simple shear layers In which the mean

veloclty profile characterizes the boundary layer most distinguishably.

Development of such an Internal layer, characterlzed by an intense turbu-
lence fleld, is attributed to the enormous mean flow strain rate caused

by the streamline curvature and the strong pressure gradient. In the tur-

bulent flow over the curved hi11, the Internal layer begln to form near

the forward corner of the hill, merges wlth the external boundary layer,

and develops Into a new fully turbulent boundary layer as the fluid flows
In the downstream dlrectlon. For the flow over the symmetric alrfoll,
the boundary layer began to form from almost the same location as that of
the curved hl11, grew in Its strength, and formed a fully turbulent bound-
ary layer from mid-part of the airfoil and In the downstream region. Com-
putational results also show that the detailed turbulence structure In the
region very close to the wall of the curved hlll Is almost the same as
that of the alrfo11 In most of the curved regions except near the leadlng
edge. Thus the Internal layer of the curved hlll and the boundary layer
of the airfoil were also almost the same. Development of the wall shear-
Ing stress and separatlon of the boundary layer at the rear end of the
curved hllI mostly depends on the Internal layer and Is only s11ghtly
Influenced by the external boundary layer flow.

Goodrich, John W. (NASA Lewis), Gustafson, Karl (ICONP), and Halassi, Kodosa
(Kansas State University): "Hopf Bifurcation In Driven Cavity," ICOMP Report
No. 89-21, NASA TM-I02334, October 1989, 52 pages.

Incompressible two dimensional caIculatlons are reported for the Impul-

slvely started lld drlven cavity wlth aspect ratio two. The algorlthm is

based on the time dependent streamfunctlon equation, with a Crank-NIcolson

differencing scheme for the diffusion terms, and with an Adams-Bashforth

scheme for the convection terms. A muItlgrid method Is used to so]ve the

Ilnear Implicit equations at each tlme step. Periodic asymptotic solu-
tlons have been found for Re = lO000 and for Re = 5000. The Re = 5000

results are validated by grld refinement caIcu]atlons. The solutions are

shown to be precisely periodic, and care Is taken to demonstrate that

asymptotic states have been reached. A dlscusslon Is Included about the
indicators that are used to show that the asymptotlc state Is indeed

periodic.
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Chulya, A. (ICOMP), and Walker, K. P. (Engineering Science Software Inc.): "A
New Unlformly Va1_d Asymptotic Integration Algorithm for E1asto-P1astlc-Creep

and Unified Vlscoplastlc Theories Including Continuum Damage," ICOMP Report

No. 89-22, NASA TM-I02344, November 1989.

A new scheme to integrate a system of stlff differential equations for

both the elasto-plastlc-creep and unified vlscoplastIc theories is pre-

sented. The method has hlgh stability, allows large tlme increments, and

is Implicit and Iterative. It is suitable for use wlth contlnuum damage
theories. The scheme was Incorporated Into MARC, a commercial flnite ele-

ment code through a user subroutine called HYPELA. Results from numerical

problems under complex loading histories are presented for both small and

large scale analysis. To demonstrate the scheme's accuracy and efflc-

iency, comparisons to a self-adaptlve forward Euler method are made.

Jiang, Bo-nan (ICOMP), and Povinelli, Louis A. (NASA Lewis): "Least-Squares
Finite Element Method for Fluid Dynamics," ICOMP Report No. 89-23, NASA

TM-I02352, August 1989, 38 pages.

Thls paper gives an overvlew of new developments of the least-squares
finite element method (LSFEM) in fluid dynamics. Special emphasis Is

placed on the universality of LSFEM; the symmetry and positiveness of the

algebraic systems obtained from LSFEM; the accommodation of LSFEM to

equal-order interpolations for incompressible viscous flows; and the natu-
raI numerlcal dissipation of LSFEM for convective transport problems and

hlgh-speed compressible flows. The performance of LSFEM Is illustrated

by numerical examples.

Oemuren, A. O. (ICOMP): "Appllcatlon of Multl-grld Methods for Solving the

Navler-Stokes Equatlons," ICOMP Report No. 89-24, NASA TM-I02359, October 1989,

22 pages.

Thls paper presents the application of a class of multl-grld methods to
the solution of the Navler-Stokes equatlons for two-dlmenslonal laminar

flow problems. The methods consist of combining the full approximation
scheme--full mulltl-grld technique (FAS-FMG) with point-, 11ne-, or plane

relaxatlon routines for solving the Navler-Stokes equations in primitive

variables. The performance of the multl-grid methods Is compared to that

of several slngle-grld methods. The results show that much faster conver-

gence can be procured through the use of the multl-grld approach than

through the various suggestions for Improving single-grld methods. The

Importance of the choice of relaxatlon scheme for the multl-grld method
Is Illustrated.
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Sidi, Avram (ICOHP), and Ford, William F. (NASA Lewis): "Quotlent-Dtfference
Type Generalizations of the Power Method and Thetr Analysls," ICOMP Report
No. 89-25, NASA TM-102361, September 1989, 18 pages.

The recurslon relations that were proposed In "Recurslve Algorithms for

Vector Extrapolatlon Methods" by W. F. Ford and A. Sldl (Appl. Numer.

Math, 4 (1988), pp. 477-489) for Implementing vector extrapolatlon methods

are used for devising generallzatlons of the power method for linear oper-

ators. These generallzatlons are shown to produce approximations to larg-

est elgenvalues of a llnear operator under certain conditions. They are
similar In form to the quotlent-difference algorithm and share similar

convergence properties wlth the latter. These convergence properties
resemble also those obtained for the basic LR and QR algorithms. Finally,

It Is shown that the convergence rate produced by one of these generallza-
tlons is twice as fast for normal operators as It Is for nonnormal

operators.

Walker, J. D. A. (ICOMP): "Wall-Layer Eruptions In Turbulent Flows," ICOMP

Report No. 89-26, NASA TM-I02362, September 1989, II pages.

The near-wall reglon of a turbulent flow Is Investlgated In the llmlt of

large Reynolds numbers. When low-speed streaks are present, the govern-
Ing equations are shown to be of the boundary-layer type. Physical

processes leadlng to local breakdown and a strong interaction with the

outer region are consldered. It Is argued that convected vortices, pre-

dominantly of the hairpin type, wlll provoke eruptions and regeneFatlve

interactions wlth the outer reglon.

Chang, Shih-Hun 9 (ICOMP): "On the Application of Subcell Resolutlon to Conser-
vation Laws wlth Stiff Source Terms," ICOMP Report No. 89-27, NASA TM-I02384,

November 1989, 12 pages.

LeVeque and Yee recently Investlgated a one-dlmenslonal scalar conserva-
tlon law wlth stiff source terms modellng the reactlng Flow problems and

dlscovered that for the very stiff case most of the current flnlte differ-

ence methods developed for non-reactlng Flows would produce wrong solu-

tlons when there Is a propagating discontinuity. A numerical scheme,

ENO/SRCD, Is proposed In thls report for solvlng conservation laws with

stiff source terms. Thls scheme Is a modIFIcatlon of Harten's ENO scheme

with subcell resolutlon, ENO/SR. The locations of the dlscontlnultles and

the characteristic dlrectlons are essentlal In the design. Strang's time-

spllttlng method Is used and tlme evolutlons are done by advancing along
the characterlstlcs. Numerical experiment using this scheme shows excel-

lent results on the model problem of LeVeque and Yee. Comparisons of the

results of ENO, ENO/SR, and ENO/SRCD are also presented.
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diang, Bo-nan (ICOMP): "A Least-Squares Finite Element Method for Incompress-

Ible Navler-Stokes Problems," ICOMP Report No. 89-28, NASA TM-I02385, October

1989, 20 pages.

A least-squares finite element method, based on the velocity-pressure-

vortlcity formulation, is developed for solvlng steady Incompressible

Navler-Stokes problems. ThIs method leads to a minimization problem

rather than to a saddle-point problem by the classic mixed method, and can

thus accommodate equal-order interpolations. Thls method has no parameter

to tune. The associated algebraic system Is symmetrlc, and positive defl-
nite. Numerlcal results for the cavity flow at Reynolds number up to

I0 000 and the backward-facing step flow at Reynolds number up to 900 are

present.

Boretti, A. A. (ICOMP): "Two-Dimenslonal Euler and Navler Stokes Tlme Accurate

Simulations of Fan Rotor Flows," ICOMP Report No. 89-29, NASA TM-I02402,
November 1989.

The paper presents two numerical methods useful to describe the unsteady

flow field In the blade-to-blade plane of an axial fan rotor. These

methods solve the compressible, tlme-dependent, Euler and the compressi-

ble, turbulent, tlme-dependent, Navler-Stokes conservation equations for

mass, momentum and energy. The Navler-Stokes equations are written In

Favre-Averaged form and closed with an approximate two equation turbulence

model wlth low Reynolds number and compressibility effects Included. The

unsteady aerodynamic Is obtained by superposlng Inflow or outflow unstead-

Iness to the steady conditions through tlme-dependent boundary conditions.

The Integration In space is performed by using a flnlte volume scheme,

whlle the Integration In time Is performed by using k-stage Runge-Kutta

schemes, k = 2,5. The numerical Integration algorithm allows the reduc-

tion of the computational cost of an unsteady simulation Invo]vlng hlgh

frequency disturbances In both CPU tlme and memory requlrements. Less

than 200 sec CPU time are required to advance the Euler equatlons In a

computatlonal grld made up by about 2000 grid points during lO 000 tlme

steps on a CRAY Y-MP computer, wlth a required memory less than 0.3 mw.

Goldstein, M. E. (NASA Lewis) and Wundrow, D. W. (State University of New York
at Buffalo): "Spatial Evolution of Nonlinear Acoustic Mode InstabllItles on

Hypersonic Boundary Layers," ICOMP Report No. 89-30, NASA TM-102431, December
1989.

We consider the effects of strong critical layer nonlinearity on the spa-

tla] evolution of an Initially linear "acoustic mode" Instability wave on

a hypersonic flat plate boundary layer. Our analysis shows that nonli-

nearity, whlch Is initially confined to a thin layer, first becomes impor-
tant when the amplitude of the pressure fluctuatlons become O(I/M 4 In M2),

where M Is the free stream Mach number. The flow outside the crltlcal

layer Is still determined by linear dynamics and therefore takes the form

of a linear instablllty wave--but with Its amplitude complete]_ determined

by the flow withln the crltlca] layer. The latter flow is determined by

a coupled set of nonlinear equations, which we had to solve numerically.
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Akl, Fred A. (ICOMP), and Morel, Michael R. (Ohio University): "Eigensolutlon
of F1nlte Element Problems In a Compietely Connected Parallel Architecture,"

ICOMP Report No. 89-31, NASA TN-102450, November 1989.

The paper presents a parallel algorithm for the solution of the general-
Ized elgenproblem In linear elastic finite element analysis [K][¢] :
[M][@][_], where: [K] and [M] are of order N, and [_] is of order q. The
parallel algorithm is based on a completely connected parallel architec-
ture in which each processor is allowed to communicate with all other pro-
cessors. The algorithm has been successfully implemented on a tightly
coupled multtple-instructlon-multiple-data (MIMD) parallel processing com-
puter, Cray X-MP. A ftntte element model is divided into m domalns each
of which Is assumed to process n elements. Each domain is then asslgned
to a processor, or to a logical processor (task) if the number of domalns
exceeds the number of physical processors. The macro-tasking llbrary rou-
tlnes are used In mapping each domain to a user task. Computatlonal
speed-up and efftclency are used to determine the effectiveness of the
algorithm. The effect of the number of domains, the number of degrees-of-
freedom located along the global fronts and the dimension of the subspace
on the performance of the algorithm are investigated. For a 64-element
rectangular plate, speed-ups of 1.86, 3.13, 3.18 and 3.61 are achieved on
two, four, stx and eight processors, respectively.

Hamed, Awatef (ICOMP): "Probabillstic Modeling for Slmulatlon of Aerodynamic

Uncertainties in Propulsion Systems," ICOMP Report No. 89-32, NASA TM-102472,

December 1989.

The focus of thls work was to explore the numerical simulation of the pro-

babilistic aerothermodynamlc response of propulsion system components to
randomness In their environment. The reusable rocket engine turbopumps

were selected as an example because of the severe cryogenic environment

In which they operate. The thermal and combustlon Instabilitles, coupled

wlth the engine thrust requirements from start up to shut down, lead to
randomness in the flow varlables and uncertainties in the aerodynamic

1oading. The probabilistlc modeling of the turbopumps aerodynamic

response was accomplished using the panel method coupled with Fast Proba-

bility Integratlon methods. The aerodynamic response In the form of pro-

bablllstlc rotor blades and splltter loading were predicted and the

results presented for specified flow coefficient ad rotor preswlrl vari-

ance. Possible future applicatlons of the aerothermodynamlc probab11Istlc

modeling In engine transient simulation, condition monltorlng and engine

l_fe prediction are brlefly discussed.
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Dare Afolabi, Purdue University: "QuaIItatlve Characteristics of MIstuned

Cyclic Systems"

The Influence of mlstunIng on the forced response curves of cyclic systems

is discussed. Using recent developments In the theory of singularities of dif-

ferentiable maps, It Is shown that the dynamic behavior of cyclic systems

exhibit "geometric instability." Thus, mlstunlng due to small parameter varia-

tlons has the potential to Induce considerable changes in the topology of

forced response curves, although this can only happen when the mIstunlng leads

to a crossing of the bifurcation set. The practical Implication of the forego-

Ing for bladed dlsk and propfan response is discussed.

F. Akl, Ohio University and M. Morel, Sverdrup: "Elgensolutlon of Finite Ele-
ment Problems tn a Completely Connected Parallel Architecture"

Thls seminar presents a parallel algorithm for the solution of the gener-

alized elgenproblem In linear elastic finite element analysis, [K][¢] =

[M][@][_], where: [K] and [M] are of order N, and [_] Is of order q. The par-

allel algorithm Is based on a completely connected parallel architecture In

which each processor Is allowed to communicate wlth all other processors. The

algorithm has been successfully Implemented on a tightly coupled multiple-
Instructlon-multlple-data (MIMD) parallel processlng computer, Cray X-MP. A
finite element model Is divided Into m domains each of which Is assumed to

process n elements. Each domain Is then assigned to a processor, or to a Iogl-

cal processor (task) If the number of domains exceeds the number of physical

processors. The macrotasklng library routines are used In mapping each domaln

to a user task. Computational speed-up and efficiency are used to determine
the effectiveness of the algorithm. The effect of the number of domains, the

number of degrees-of-freedom located along the global fronts and the dimension

of the subspace on the performance of the algorithm are investigated. For a

64-element rectangular plate, speed ups of 1.86, 3.13, 3.18 and 3.61 are
achieved on two, Four, six and elght processors, respectlvely.

Farid Amirouche, University of Illinois at Chicago:
Multlbody Systems"

"Dynamics and Control of

Professor Amlrouche will speak on the simulation and analysis of large

structure dynamics. With the advent of computer hardware and software, It Is

becomlng apparent that much is needed to be Investigated before the new tech-

nology of high speed articulated structures, _re efficient and Intelligent

systems Is to be developed. Algorithms for simulation of complex mechanical

systems require the automatic inclusion of geometric stiffening and complete
nonllnear Interactions between the elastic and rigid body motion, as well as

belng expressed in mlnlmum dimension form and appllcable at singular

configurations.
A recurslve formulation of the equations of motion for general constrained

flexible multlbody systems will be presented using finite element, kane's equa-
tlons and modal analysis technlques. The elastic body deformatlon and the
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rigid body motion are solved slmultaneously with the complete nonllnear Inter-
actions between them. Closed loops and prescribed motions wlll be Included

into the system vla constraint equations. A coordinate reduction technique
called the PUTD w111 be Introduced. Numerical examples of robotic manipula-

tors at spln-up and deployment motlons wlth rigid and flexible links will be

presented.
A discussion on the computational aspects of the dynamic simulation of

complex mechanical systems wlll also be addressed.

Alvin Bayliss, Northwestern University:
in Combustion"

"Numerical Study of Unsteady Behavlor

We present a numerlcal study of unsteady solutions for problems in both

gaseous and solid fuel combustlon. Examples of perlodIc, quasl-perlodIc and
chaotlc solutions w111 be presented for various parameter regimes. These solu-

tlons wlll be obtained by utilizing an adaptive pseudo-spectral method In which

the problem Is dynamically transformed to one in which the solutlon is more

slowly varying. A two-dlmenslonal version of this method wlll be described.

A famlly of mappings appropriate for the computation of problems wlth rapid
variation wlll be dlscussed and shown to be very effective In resolving the

rapid spatial varlatlons occurring |n combustion problems.

Richard J. Bodonyi, Ohio State University: "Boundary Layer Receptivity"

A numerical study of the generation of TolImlen-Schlichting waves due to
the Interaction between a sma]l freestream disturbance and a small localized

varlatlon of the surface geometry has been carried out using both finite dlf-

ference and spectral methods. The nonlinear steady flow Is of the viscous-

InvlscId Interactive type while the unsteady disturbed flow is assumed to be

governed by the Navler-Stokes equations linearlzed about this flow. Numerical
solutions illustrate the growth or decay of the T-S waves generated by the
Interactlon between the freestream disturbance and the surface distortion,

depending on the va]ue of the scaled StrouhaI number. An Important result of

thls receptlvlty problem is the numerical determination of the ampIltude of the

Toilmlen-Schlichtlng waves.

C. J. Chapman, University of Cambridge, England: "Diffraction Patterns In the

Acoustic Field of a Propeller or Nhat Does the Near Field Really Look Like?"

Recent evidence suggests that the near fleld of a supersonic propeller may

be strongly influenced by diffraction patterns, I.e., complex structures of

peaks and troughs in the variation of pressure amplitude with position. A

method will be presented for obtalnlng simple analytical formulae which deter-

mine these patterns, using powerful techniques developed originally for optics.

The prospect arises of easy analytical determination of those aspects of
the sound field which, because of excesslve cancellation, do not lend them-

selves to numerical calculation by computer codes. In the talk, a summary will

be given of results already obtained by the diffraction method, and the scope

for Its future development wlll be assessed.
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A. O. I)emuren, University of Lagos:
Arbitrary Geometry"

"Turbulence Modeling In Passages wlth

Realistic prediction of turbulent flow and heat transfer In passages wlth

complex geometries are possible only through the use of non-lsotroplc turbu-

lence models. The more conventional models based on the Prandtl-Kolmogorov

eddy viscosity concept Fall to simulate important features such as the genera-

tion of streamwlse vortlcity, redistribution of wall shear stresses and heat

transfer and anlsotropy of the normal stresses. A procedure based on the cal-

culation of the Individual Reynolds stresses Is presented For three dimensional

flow In passages wlth arbitrary geometry. Nhen the mean strain rates are mod-

erate, slmpllfled variants yield accurate results. Otherwise the full equa-
tions must be solved.

Peter W. Duck, University of Manchester: "The Invlscld Stability of Supersonic
Flows Past AxIsymmetrlc Bodies"

The supersonic flow (1) past a thln straight clrcular cyIlnder and (2)

past a sharp cone Is Investlgated. In both cases the associated boundary layer

flow (I.e., velocity and temperature field) Is computed, and compared wlth

asymptotic solutions developed for the far downstream flow.

The Invlscld, llnear axlsymmetrlc and nonaxlsymmetrlc (temporal) stability

of thls general class of boundary layer Is also studied. A so-called "triply

generalized" InflexIon condition Is derived, which is a condition for so-called

"subsonic" neutral modes. The eigenvalue problem (for the complex wavespeed)

for the cylinder and cone flow Is computed for a freestream Mach number of 3.8.

These calculations reveal that In the case of axlsymmetrlc modes, curvature has

a profound stabilizing effect on the flow. In the case of non-axlsymmetrlc

modes, a mode of Instability peculiar to flows with lateral curvature Is found

to be possible, and thls Is also Investigated asymptotically.

Peter Eiseman, Columbia University: "Adaptive Grld Generation"

An Informal seminar on adaptive grld generation will be given to start a

sequence on that topic. The pace of development will be determlned by the

audlence. The dlscussion wlll start with the basic elements of adaptlvity.

Thls will entail the fundamental aspects of extracting and preparlng solutlon

data For the purpose of grid adjustments. The techniques For such adjustments

wlll be given First In one spatial dlmenslon and then In higher dimensions.

John W. Elliott, Iowa State University:
Flow: Vlscous-lnvlscid Interactions"

"On Structure of Three-DImenslonal

Three-dlmenslonal steady vlscous-lnvlscld Interactions are examined First
for compresslble Flows on the trlple-deck scales and then on shorter spanwlse

length scales. Three-dlmenslona] stall cells are Found to be possible over a

wlde range of spanwlse wavelengths although for subsonlc flows there Is a defl-
nlte termlnatlon of the Interaction at a critical wavelength. For weakly

three-dlmenslonal supersonic Flow, the two-dlmenslonal free-lnteractlon Is
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recovered but In a form that can still admit a fully three-dlmenslonal super-

sonic flow, the two-dimenslonal free-lnteractlon Is recovered but In a form

that can sill1 admit a fully three-dimenslonal separation structure. For small

spanwlse wavelengths, In contrast, both supersonic and subsonic problems are
found to reduce to the case of a prescribed zero-displacement interaction as In

the flow In rigid tubes. Numerlcal solutlons are presented for both large and

small spanwlse wavelengths. At very small spanwlse wavelengths we firstly
recover the three-dlmenslonal equlvalent of Lighthil1's (1953) investigation

where the spanwlse lengthscale is of the order of the boundary-layer thickness,
and then on even shorter scales we are presented wlth a full Navler-Stokes pro-
blem to solve. For both of these cases stall cells are found to be possible.

The unsteady Incompressible counterpart of the Llghthill Euler region is a

sma11-amplItude version of the three-dlmenslonal equlvalent of Smith and Burg-

graf's Stage 3. A whole variety of large amplitude structures based on this
form are examined which have both regular and singular behavior as the viscous

wa11-1ayer is approached. These solutlons are compared with the Reynolds-

number dependence of the turbulent skln-frlction and it turns out that one type

correlates to a hlgh degree of accuracy. In addition asymptotic structures for

disturbances outside of the boundary-layer, so called hyper-boundary layer

crltlcal layers, are examined.

Nessan Fitzmaurice, Case Western Reserve University:
of the Kolmogorov Flow"

"The Lyapunov Spectrum

Classlcally it was held that solutlons to determlnlstlc partial differen-

tlal equatlons (l.e., ones with smooth coefflclents and boundary data) only

became random through one mechanism, namely by the activation of more and more

of the infinite number of degrees of freedom that Is available to a such

system.
It Is only recently that researchers have come to suspect that many Infl-

nlte dimenslonal nonllnear systems may In fact possess flnite dimensional

chaotic attractors. Lyapunov exponents provide a tool for probing the nature
of these attractors. We have implemented the tangent space method for calcu-

latlng the Lyapunov spectrum for Incompressible fluid flows. The Implementa-
tlon of the method will be discussed and results presented for flows driven by

a slmple, spatlally periodic, forcing term--the KoImogorov forcing. We will
also brlefly discuss recent work applying the orthogonal decomposition to these

flows.

J. S. B. Gajjar, Exeter University: "Amplitude-Dependent Neutral Modes In Com-

presslble Boundary-Layer Flows"

The amplitude-dependent nonlinear stability properties of compressible

boundary layers are Investigated theoretically for large Reynolds numbers.
The disturbance amplltude taken Is sufficiently large so that the flow struc-
ture takes on a form similar to that occurring In Incompressible flow with a

strongly nonlinear crltlcal layer present. However because of the large

density and temperature varlatlons across the critical layer, In addltlon to

the large transverse pressure gradients present, there are significant differ-
ences from the incompressible theory. We show how the Ideas of Benney-Bergeron
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(1969) and Davies (1969) on strongly nonlinear critical layers can be general-

Ized to compresslble flow. Several results for the nonllnear neutral wave-

lengths and wavespeeds for different Mach numbers and for different flow condl-

tions will be presented. In addition we will discuss the limiting structures

for increased disturbance amplltudes and for large Math numbers.

Karl Gustafson, University of Colorado: "Vortex Dynamlcs In Aerodynamic Flows"

A numerical technique for the study of vortex dynamics in unsteady flows

past airfoils has been formulated. Thls investigation was motivated by recent

experimental work at the University of Colorado employing flow visualization

techniques to give first views of Intrlnslc vortex events such as splitting

and shredding. Our numerlcal method employs a grld generation technique which

maps an infinite physical domain to a finite auxiliary domain and then into a

computational cavity domain In which the full Navler-Stokes equations are

so]ved. The solution procedure employs both multlgrid and ADI methods.

Applications include constant accelerating flow from rest around a NACA

0015 airfoil. Comparisons of the numerical solutions to experimental studies

show a remarkable resolution of such interesting flow phenomena such as vortex

splitting, shredding, and higher order vortlcaI detail. Splitting of vortices

allows vortlclty which would have advected dowstream to return to the proximity

of the airfoil, terminating the loss of lift associated with the stalling of
the airfoll.

Thomas Hagstrom, SUNY at Stony Brook:
Flows: Some Problems and Results"

"Simulating Time Dependent Compressible

Recent years have seen slgnificant advances In the theory and appllcatlon

of computatlonal fluid dynamics to problems In aerospace englneerlng. The bulk
of this development, however, has been concentrated on the simulation of

steady-state or time averaged flows. Certain appllcatlons, for example to

problems in aeroacoustics, are fundamentally time dependent and will require

tlme accurate computations. Prominent among the dlfficultles are:
• Numerical radlatlon boundary condltlons: Accurate conditions In the

far fleld are necessary to ellmlnate the propagation of spurious waves

into the near fleld, to evaluate the acoustic radlatlon produced by the

given flow and, in receptivity analyses, for the precise imposition of

incoming waves.
• Discretizatlon schemes: Hlgh order dlscretlzatlons are known to be

most efficient for the study of wave propagation, while low order
methods are often used to avoid osc111atlons at dlscontinultles. What

methods will glve the best results for multldlmenslonal problems

Involvlng both complex wave interactions and shocks?
In thls talk we will d_scuss some of these dlfficultles, emphasizing our

work on asymptotic boundary conditions for the Euler equations. Slmulations

of compressible, Invlscld, transonic flow past an ImpuIslvely started cylinder

wlll be presented.
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Donald Frederick Hawken, University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies:
"Adaptive Node Movement In Finite-Element and Finlte-Difference Solutions of

Partial Differential Equations with Applications to GasdynamIcs"

This thesis presents an In-depth study of two adaptive numerical methods

of solving partlal differential equatlons. These methods involve the adaptive

movement of nodes so as to obtain a low level of solution of nonstatlonary flow

problems that contain moving regions of rapid change In the flow varlables,

surrounded by regions of relatively smooth variation (shock waves, contact sur-

faces, slip streams, phase-change interfaces, boundary layers). Significant

economies of execution can be attained if nodes are moved so that they remain

concentrated In regions of rapid variation of the flow variables.

The Moving Finite Element (MFE) method, originally Introduced by Miller

and Miller, has been Implemented and Is compared to the new Moving Finlte Dif-

ference (MFD) method developed In thls thesis. Both methods solve simulta-

neously for the flow variables and the node locations at each tlme-step. These

adaptive methods move the nodes so as to minimize an 'error' measure that con-
tains a functlon of the time derivatives of the solution. Thls error measure

Is manlpulated to obtain a matrix equation for node velocities. Both methods

make use of penalty functions to prevent node crossing. The penalty functions

result In extra terms In the matrix equations that promote node repulsion by
becoming large when node separation becomes small.

Extensive work applying the MFE and MFD methods to one-dlmensional gasdy-

namlc problems has been performed. The test problems Include Burgers' equa-

tion, Ideal viscid planar flow within a shock-tube, analogous spherically

symmetric flow in an explosion Implosion process, the propagation of shock and

rarefaction waves through area changes In ducts, and viscous transition through

a contact surface and a shock. The MFD method Is typically twice as fast as

the MFE method, and the solution Is comparable or better In quality.

Sang-Wook Kim, University of Texas, Arlington: "Numerical Investigation of an
Internal Layer In Turbulent Flow over a Curved HIll"

Turbulent shear layers over curved surfaces are hlghly sensitive even to
a small amount of streamline curvature (Bradshaw 1969 & 1973). Bradshaw (1969)

proposed a curvature correctlon method based on the assumption that such turbu-

lent flows can be characterized by a "curvature parameter." AppIIcatlon of the
method to a number of turbulent flows wlth streamline curvature revealed that

the curvature correction parameter needs to be adjusted widely to obtain physl-

cally meaningful results. Thus the validity of the method has been questioned

In the open literature. Development of an Internal layer in a turbulent bound-

ary layer flow over a curved hi11 and development of a turbulent boundary layer

In a turbulent Flow over a symmetric airfoil are Investigated numerically. The

turbulence Is described by a multlple-tlme-scale model, The turbulent flow

equatlons are solved by a control-volume based finite difference method. Com-
putational results for the mean flow field (pressure distribution on the walls,

wall shearing stresses, and mean velocity proflles), the turbulence structure

(turbulent klnetIc energies and the Reynolds stress profiles), and the Integral

parameters (displacement and momentum thicknesses) compared favorably with the

measured data. The pressure distributions on the walls were almost the same

for both flows. Computational results show that the Internal layer Is a new
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boundary layer which is developed beneath the external boundary layer and Is

located very close to the wall. The turbulence Intenslty of the Internal layer

is bigger than that of the external boundary layer. Development of such an
Intense turbulence field and formation of the internal layer Is attributed to

the enormous mean flow strain rates caused by the streamline curvature and the

strong pressure gradient. The internal layer of the curved hill and the bound-

ary layer of the airfoil were almost the same. Development of the wall shear-

Ing stress and separation of the boundary layer at the rear end of the curved

hill mostly depend on the internal layer and Is slightly Influenced by the

external boundary layer flow. The results suggest that any turbulence model

Incorporating curvature correction methods or wall function methods may not be
able to describe the turbulent flow over the curved hill adequately due to the

complex turbulence structure of the internal layer which is located very close
to the wall.

B. P. Leonard, University of Akron: "Vectorial Approach to Nonosclllatory Gen-
eralization of Upwlndlng for Accurate Resolution of Discontinuities"

Multidimensional algorithms are constructed for the convectlon-dlffuslon

equation under high-Peclet-number condltlons. The convective component Is

based on expIlcit vector transient Interpolation modelling: tlme-evolutlon Is

converted into a multidimensional spatial interpolation problem at the earller
tlme level, written In conservative CV form. Consistent treatment of diffusion

terms uses a multidimensional Taylor expansion of the complex amplitude ratio

(ampllficatlon factor). One-dlmenslonal algorithms are thereby consistently

generalized to two and three dimensions. The nonoscillatory ULTIMATE strategy

Is applied at each CV face. Hlgh resolution of discontinuities (without dls-

torting smooth profiles) Is achieved In a cost-effectlve manner, using adaptive

stencll expanslon--from the base multidimensional 3rd-order scheme to 5th-,

7th, or 9th-order upwlndlng, locally. Narrow peak resolution Is maintained,

using an automatlc dlscrlmlnator. Two-dlmenslonal results are shown to be
essentially the same as their one-dlmensional counterparts. Inadequacies of

so-called "hlgh-resolutlon" TVD schemes demonstrate the need for higher order

upwlndlng, as proposed here.

Christophe Pierre, The University of Michigan: "Localization Phenomena In His-
tuned Blade Assemblles"

An Investlgatlon of the effects of small unavoidable blade-to-blade dls-

similarities, or mlstunlng, on the dynamics on blade assemblies Is presented.

The system studied may be regarded as a simple mode] of a continuously shrouded

blade assembly accounting for one or more structural modes per blade. Since

mlstunlng is usually known In a statistical fashion only, a probab111stlc

approach Is chosen whenever possible.
The main result of the study Is that the sensitivity to mlstunlng depends

primarily upon the ratio of mlstunlng strength to Interblade coupling strength.

SpeciflcaIly, weakly coupled blade assemblies are shown to be highly sensltlve

to small mlstunlng through the strong localization of the free vibration modes

to a small geometric region of the assembly, a significant increase In the
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forced response amplitude, and the localizatlon of the forced response ampll-

tude pattern. Such locallzed vibrations are believed to be very damaging, as

they lead to localized thus large stresses and posslbly single blade failure.

The study also discussed the relative effects of mistunlng on the various

groups of modes by using a multl-component mode number through the severe

]ocali2atlon of the mode shapes. It Is shown that strong localization is

unavoidable If the mode number is large enough, even for strong interbIade

coupllng.

Kenneth Powell, The University of Michigan:

Multi-Stage Schemes for the Euler Equations"

"Design of Optimally Smoothing

A method is developed for deslgning multl-stage schemes that give optimal
damping of hlgh-frequencies for a given spatial-differencing operator. The
objective of the method is to design schemes that combine well with multi-grid
acceleration. The schemes are tested on a nonlinear scalar equation, and com-
pared to Runge-Kutta schemes with the maximum stable tlme-step. The optlmaily
smoothing schemes perform better than the Runge-Kutta schemes, even on a single
grid. The anaiysls is extended to the Euler equations in one space-dimenslon
by use of "characteristic time-stepplng," which preconditions the equations,
removing stiffness due to variations among characteristic speeds. Convergence
rates independent of the number of cells in the flnest grid are achieved for
transonic flow with and without a shock. Characteristic tlme-stepping Is shown
to be preferable to local time-stepplng, although use of the optimally damping
schemes appears to enhance the performance of local time-stepplng.

Tsan-Hsing Shih, Stanford University: "Modeling of Near-Wall Turbulence"

Many practical closure models (including two-equation models and second-

order closure models) use the wall functlon to obtain their boundary condl-

tlons, rather than deal with a think, viscous sublayer. However, "the law of

•the wall," and wall functlons are based on the assumption of local equllibrium

which Is not always the case. For example, flows with separation, reattach-

ment, body forces, strong secondary flows or streamwlse pressure gradlent can

cause the behavior of the near-wall sublayer to depart from "the law of the

wall." To solve these problems, the modeled turbulence equatlons must be car-

ried out In the sublayer in order to capture the non-equllibrlum characterls-

tics of the near wall region. However, the near-wall behavior of the current

closure models has not been correctly captured. Predictions of the normal

stresses near the wall are quite poor.

The objection of this work Is to develop better models (includlng two-

equation model and second-order closure model) for the near-wall turbulence,

using direct numerlcaI simulation and existing methodologies. The models are

tested using data from direct slmulatlons, experiments and analysis. Specifl-

cally, we have done the foilowlng things:

I) Examine the performance of the existing two-equation eddy viscosity

models and develop better models for the near-wail turbulence using direct

numerical simulatlons of plane channel flow.
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2) Using analysls of the near-wall asymptotic behavior of turbulence,

examine the problems of the current second-order closure models and develop
new models wlth the correct near-wall behavior uslng the direct numerical slmu-

latlon data.

Avram Sidi, Technion-lsrael Institute of Technology:
Method and Its Analysis for Normal Operators"

"A Generallzed Power

The power method Is used In approximating the largest elgenvalue of a

matrix. We present a generalized power method for obtaining approximations to

several large elgenvalues. Llke the power method, this new method does not

require the matrix to be stored. All that It requlres Is a subroutlne for per-

forming matrix-vector multipllcatlons. It Is related to a convergence acceler-
atlon method for vector sequences, and can also be used In assessing the

spectral properties of the Oacobian matrix in any Iteratlve process. We wlll

present results pertainlng to the convergence rates of the different approxlma-
tlons to the correspondlng eigenvaIues. When the matrix is normal (e.g., real

symmetric) these convergence rates are doubled. This new method has distinct

advantages over the we11-known subspace Iteration method that Is commonly used
in Structures. Ne will dlscuss these advantages in detail.

Patrick Smolinski, University of Pittsburgh: "Multi-Time Step Integration
Uslng Nodal Partltloning"

An algorithm Is presented for first order flnlte element equations which

Integrates different nodal groups In the mesh wlth different tlme steps. Since

the nodal groups are updated Independently, no unsymmetrlc systems need be

solved. Stabillty of the method is demonstrated by showing that a norm of the
solutlon decreases after every update If the tlme step Is less than a cr|tlcal

value. The element elgenvalue Inequality theorem Is used to glve the crltical

tlme step In terms of element elgenvalues. Several numerical examples wlll be

presented to examine the accuracy of the method.

Eli Turkel, Tel Aviv University:
and Supersonic Speeds"

"Runge-Kutta Schemes for Subsonic, Transonic

We discuss some of the recent improvements to the central difference code

for Euler and Navler-Stokes equations. In order to reach a steady state It is

necessary to add an artlflcial viscosity. However, for more dlfflcult cases
the standard artlflclal viscosity Introduces too much smearlng. To reduce thls

we Introduce a matrix valued artlflclal vlscoslty. Thls Improves the accuracy

of the code. To further Improve the robustness of the algorithm a precondi-

tioning Is Introduced for slow subsonic or supersonic flows. These methods can

be viewed as Introducing different tlme steps for different waves.
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Eli Turkel, Tel Aviv University:
of Central Difference Schemes"

"Improving the Accuracy and Convergence Rates

Central dlfference schemes to the fluid dynamic equatlons requlre an artl-
flcla] v|scoslty In order to converge to a steady state. Thls artificial vls-
cosity serves two purposes. One Is to suppress hlgh frequency noise which is
not damped by the central differences. The second purpose Is to introduce
entropy-llke condltlons so that a shock can be properly captured. These vls-
cosltles need a coefficient to measure the amount of viscosity to be added.
In the standard scheme, a scalar coefficlent is used based on the spectral
radius of the Jacoblan of the convective fluxes. However, thls adds too much
viscosity to the slower waves. Hence, we suggest a matrix vlscosity. We also
discuss the necessary swltches and connections wlth TVD. Examples of Invlscid
and viscous problems In two- and three-dlmensionaI will be presented. We fur-
ther discuss the use of multlgrid to accelerate the convergence of the solution
especlally wlth regard to hypersonic flow.

William J. Usab, Jr., Purdue University: "Formulat|on of Boundary Conditions
for MultI-Grld Acceleration of the Euler and Navler-Stokes Equations"

Multl-grld acceleration Is currently a wldely used, and very efficient,

technique for accelerating the convergence of Euler and Navler-Stokes solvers

to steady state. Whlle clearly Important, to date very little dlscusslon has
been made In the literature about the proper formulation of boundary condltlons

on the coarse mesh levels of the multl-grld acceleration schemes for these

types of problems. In the present research, multl-grld acceleration Is studied
In terms of the fIlterlng process which takes place as the fine mesh solution

Is transferred from one mesh to the next. By clearly deflnlng thls process

both within the domain and at the domaln boundarles, it Is then possible to

formulate boundary condltlons which are consistent with the filtered (or trans-

ferred) solutlon.

Boundary conditlons for the Euler and Navler-Stokes equations have been
formulated for Jameson's 4-Stage Runge-Kutta scheme with FAS multl-grld accel-

eration. These new boundary condltlons include a forcing term, which for

viscous flows amounts to a partial sllp condition at solid walls. The slip

velocity In this formulation Is a functlon of the length scales that can be

resolved on each given mesh and is determined by the transferred solution at

the domaln boundary. In this talk the formulation of these boundary conditions

will be presented, followed by solutions for a range of Inv|scld and vlscous

model problems.

a. D. A. Walker, Lehigh University: "Dynamical Features of Turbulent Wall

Layers"

The dynamics of the near wail region of a turbulent flow are considered

In the large Reynolds number limit. When low-speed streaks are present, the

governing equatlons are shown to be of the boundary-layer type. Physlca] pro-
cesses leading to local breakdown and bursting are considered. It is argued

that convected vortices, predominantly of the halrpln type, wlll provoke erup-

tions and regenerative interactions with the outer region. The bursting proc-

ess generally Involves focussing ]nstabllltles, In which the flow erupts along
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a progressively narrowing band In the streamwlse direction. It Is not possible

to capture thls phenomena using conventional numerical algorlthms or current

direct simulation methods. Recently developed Lagranglan methods are discussed

as well as some current experimental work. It is shown that similar phenomena

also occur In the transition zone.

A. T. De<jani and J. D. A. Walker, Lehi9h University: "Structure of a 3D Turbu-
lent Boundary Layer--Asymptotic Theory and Its Application"

A self-consIstent asymptotic analysis of a three-dlmenslonal boundary

layer has been carried out In the limit of large Reynolds number. It is shown

that a complex, two-layered structure exists in which two terms in the asymp-

totic expansion are needed in the outer layer to produce useful results. The

asymptotic forms of the streamwlse and cross-stream velocitles In the matching

regions have been obtained, and algebraic formulae to determine the wall shear

stress, skew angle at the wall, and the Stanton number have been derived. Some

important features of the structure of a three-dlmenslonal turbulent boundary

layer are described and discussed.

A wall-functlon algorithm has been devised based on the results of the

asymptotic analysis. In this method, the velocity and enthalpy in the inner

wall layer are represented by analytical functions of the form of the law-of-

the-wail profiles. The effectively InvlscId flow In the outer layer of the

boundary layer is then solved for numerically wlth the no-sllp and heat-

transfer conditlon at the wall being replaced wlth the requirement that the

numerica] solution asymptote In a manner consistent wlth the boundary-layer-

flow structure. It Is shown that a 40 percent reduction In the total number of

mesh polnts Is possible with no degradation In accuracy. Results are presented

for a typical flow conflgurat|on.

Yau Shu Wong, University of Alberta: "Preconditioned Gradient Algorithms for

Large Systems of Equations In CFD Applications"

In many computatlonal fluid dynamics (CFD) codes, the resulting systems of

algebraic equatlons are usually large and sparse. Solving the large system of

equations Is frequently the most tlme consuming part of the entire computer

simulation program. A fully implicit numerical procedure has been investigated
for a three-dlmenslonal transonic flow around an Isolated wing, In which the

governing partial differential equation is of the mixed elllptlc-hyperbollc

type. The resulting large set of flnlte-dlfference equations is solved by a

gradient type algorlthm used in conjunction with an Incomplete LU factorlzatlon

or a polynomial preconditioning technique. Not only does the proposed Itera-

tive scheme provide a fast convergence rate, but It could also be |mplemented

efflclently on a vector computer. Numerical results and comparison wlth a

three-dlmenslonal simulation code developed by Boppe (NASA CR-3243) will be

presented.
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SEMINARS

Akira Yoshizawa, Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo:
fence Modellng Based on a Statistical Theoretlcal Method"

"Turbu-

A method of derlvlng current Incompressible turbulence models and con-

structlng new models with the aid of a two-scale dlrect-lnteraction (llne-

renormallzatlon) approxlmatlon (TSDIA) Is presented. Specifically, the follow-

Ing points are discussed.
I) Outline of the TSDIA

2) Generallzatlon of the eddy-vlscoslty representatlon for the Reynolds

stress

3) Modeling of scalar diffusion in shear turbulence

4) Derivation of dlsslpatlon-rate equations

Akira Yoshizawa, Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo:
pressible Turbulence Modellng of Three-Equatlon Type"

"Com-

A compressible turbulence model is presented to Investigate high-speed
flows with shocks. This model consists of three equations for the intensity of

momentum fluctuatlon, its dlsslpatlon rate, and the Intensity of density fluc-

tuatlon, besides the three conservation laws for mass, momentum, and internal

energy. The Favre mean procedure cannot be applled straightforwardly to sta-

tlstical theoretical methods, but the present cholce of turbulence statistics

retalns the merit of the Favre mean.
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WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOPS

A workshop entltled "Lifetime Prediction of Flawed Structures," organized

by Ted Belytschko, Northwestern University, Thomas Cruse, Southwest Research

Institute and Lester Nichols, NASA Lewis, was held on May 16-17, 1989 at NASA

Lewis Research Center. There were 57 attendees from 23 different organlza-

tions. The workshop was convened to discuss the benefit and level of accuracy

of computatlonal llfetlme prediction methodology. Specific questions were:

How close are we to achieving thls kind of capability, what are the major

obstacles, what are basic research needs, and can we design simple experiments

to verify the methods?

The program for this workshop Is shown In figure 5. There were 14 presen-

tations covering research in computatlonal methods, life expectancy, and exper-

Imental results. In addition there was some discussion on the requirements

placed upon structural analysls and material behavior methods In the context of

a reliability-based design system.

The workshop discussion generally concluded that there Is benefit of com-

putational lifetime prediction. However, there was divided opinion upon how

close we are to achieving it. The division Is a question of how accurate and

how inclusive are the present methods compared to how accurate and inclusive

one needs. With respect to major obstacles, there was considerable discussion

as to how accurately one needs to know flaw growth behavior In order to have

sufficiently accurate IIfetlme prediction. The disagreement centered around

which point of view should prevail: the local (I.e. flaw) scale or the global

(I.e., structure) scale. Clearly, further research In this area Is required.

A second point of discusslon centered upon whether or not random processes are

Included In the present random variable probablllstlc methodology. Again, It

was agreed that further research Is required. With respect to experimental

verification we can design experiments not only to verify the computations, but

also to guide development of the methods. However, the experiments must be

deflned with an eye toward both the needs of the model developer as well as the

ability of the experlmentaIIst to carry out the experiment with known accuracy.
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY

ORIGINAL PAGE

BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAP.H

Figure 2. ICOMP Steering Committee and visiting researchers in June I989. Ist row seated (left
to right): Charles Feiler, Frances Pipak, Awatef Hamed, Isaac Greber, Richard Bodonyi, Suresh
Aggarwal. 2nd row: Marvin Gotdstein, Jitesh Gajjar, Reda Mankbadi, Eli Reshotko, John Elliott,
S. I. Hariharan, Vittorio Michelassi, Lala Krishna, Subodh Mital. 3rd row: Louis Povinelli, Ayodeji
Demuren, Patrick Smolinski, Thomas Hagstrom, Sang-Wook Kim, Dare Afolabi. 4th row: Robed
Mullen, Lester Nichols, Seo-Won Chei, William Usab, Peter Eiseman, Yau Shu Wong, Bo-nan Wang,
Neal Saunders.
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OR INSTITUTION

1 ALBERTA
2 AKRON
3 BROWN
4 CAIRO
5 CAMBRIDGE
6 CASE WESTERN RESERVE
7 CINCINNATI
8 GLIEVELANOSTATE
I COLORADO

10 COLUkMBIA
tt EXE'I_R
12 FLORENCE
13 kU.L
14 ILUNO(_-CHICAGO
15 IMPERIAl. COLLEGE
16 LAGOS
17 LEHIGH
18 MANCHESTER
19 MICHIGAN
20 MISSISSIPPI STATE
21 NORI-h_STERN

OHIO
23 OHIO STATE
24 PITI'SSURGH
25 PURDUE
28 STANFORD
27 SUNY-STONY
28 TECHNION-ISRAEL INSTffUTE OFTECH
29 TEL-AVIV
30 TEMPLE
3_ TEXAS-ARUNGTON
32 TEXAS-AUSTIN
33 TOKYO
34 WASHINGTON
36 WAYNE STATE

NUUnER

I
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Figure 3. - Composition of 1989 ICOMP scarf - organlzattons

represented.

l_S 1987 1988 /=9¢9
PEOPLE 23 43 50 46

SEMINARS 10 27 39 30

RE PORTS 2 9 22 32

WORKSHOPS 1 0 2 1

PRESENTATIONS 7 0 21 14

UNWERSITIES OR 20 28 43 35

ORGANIZATIONS

Figure 4. - ICOMP statistics (1986 to 198g).
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INSTITUTE FOR COMPUTATIONAL

MECHANICS IN PROPULSION
ICOMP WORKSHOP

ON
LIFETIME PREDICTION OF FLAWED STRUCTURES

MAY 16th and 17th, 1989
AD BLDG. AUDITORIUM

AGENDA

9:00 a.m. Welcome and Opening Remarks

Workshop Process and Goals
An Overview of Rellable Lifetime Prediction

Issues for Gas Turbine Engines

Evolving Probablllstic Design Approach and

Methodology at Rocketdyne
Failure Probability and Risk Assessment for

Select Aerospace Components
Design of Ceramic Components with the NASA/

CARES Computer Program

t2:30 p.m, LUNCH
1:30 p.m. Probabllistic Approach to Fatigue of Composite P. Spenos

Materials

Mechanistic and Probabilistic Aspects of E. Wu

Composite Stress-Life Prediction
Computational Simulation of Structural C. Chamls

Fractures in Composites
5:30 p.m. Adjourn, Social Hour

Wednesday. May 17

9:00 a.m. Multiaxial Fatigue Under Complex Loading D. Socie
Mlcromechan]cs of Fatigue Crack Growth D. Davidson

A Stochastic Approach for Modeling Fatigue W. Spencer
Crack Growth

Lifetime Prediction of Metal Matdx Composites L. Boyce
Based on a Random Process Model for

Cumulative Damage
12:00 p.m. LUNCH

Probabilistic Finite Elements

Hierarchical Poly Tree Type Local-Global

Analysis of Fracture in Engineering Structure

1:00 p.m. Discussion, Wrap-up

4:00 p.m. Adjoum

Figure 2. - Agenda for ICOMP workshop on Lifetime Predlc_on
of Flawed Structures.

L. Nichols

T. Betytschko
T. Cruse

J. Newell

M. Shlao

J. Gyekenyesl

T. Belytschko
J. Padovan
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